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CH.:I\PTER I 

JNTRODUCTION 

To understand the perceptions of the Marxists 

on the Indian state.one has to proceed from the general 

nature of the state. Why do we study the general nature 

of the state? What is the general nature of the state? 

Regarding this we get different answers from different 

quarters. The difference was due to their relation to 

~nd position in the production process. As the answers 

regarding the general nature of the state are varied 

they can be broadly classified into two-Liberal and 

Marxian. Though there is much variance among the 

liberals regarding the general nature of the state/ 

at one point they a'll agree - that the state is a man 

made one and it is mediating between the various groups 

conflicting with one another. am it is a necessary evil. 

Marx's perception was quite contrary to the 

liberals. 

MARX ON THE GENERAL NATURE OF STATE: --------------------------
According to Marx,the material conditions of the 

society are the basis of the state and social consciousness. 

It is the political expression of the"class structure in 

production and it does not repreE".ent the comnon good. 

The state in the bourgeoisie society is the oppressive 
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arm of the bourgeoisie. It is in this sense historic.al. 1 

Later, Frie-Jrich Engels develope::l his and Marx's 

fundamental concept of the relation between the material 

conditions of society, its social structure and the state 

in his classical work, "The Origin of the Family, Private 

Property and the State". According to him 

The State arose from the need to keep class 
antagonism in check but also arose in the 
thick fight between the classes, it is 
normally the State of the most povJerful 
economically ruling class, which by it means 
became also the politically ruling class 
and so acquires new means of holding down 
and exploiting the oppressed class ••• the 
modern representative state. is the i nstru-

2 ment for exploiting wage labour by capital. 

After the death of Marx and Engles many Marxists 

had started pondering over this question. One of them 

was Lenin who faced _this question a·t a practical level 
Ru~·)·;,..,rv 

before the revolution. To this 'professional revolu-
" 

tionary' the following became important: How does the 
I 

state maintain itself as a dominant authority; How 

1. Martin Carnoy, ~~and_EEl!tical T~OfY, 
.Ne\-.7 Jersey: Princeton University, 1984# pp.46-
47. 



the State can be destroyed to establish socialism. 

rrhis search led him to the following answers: The State 

exists to reconcile the contradic-tions but that. can't 

be reconci·led. The chief source of strength was /JYII 

the public force and the state should be destroyed to 

establish socialism. In the place of bourgeoisie State, 
/ 

the proletarian dictatorship would be established to 

meet the challenges of the bourgeoisie~ 3 

Fo.r more than t"'10 decades the Leninist view of 

3 

the state as an oppressive instrument of the bourgeoisie 

prevailed in the Communist movement in Europe and else-

where. Gramsci, an Italian Marxist who was inspired by 

Lenin, started reassessing the whole positions of Marx, 

Engles and Lenin regarding the state, in the wake of 
r.t .... J ia.n-

failure met by the revolt against theAFascist regime. 

He felt that the state maintains its authority not 

just by material force alone but by ideological 

apparatus also. Establishing working class hegemony 

is a prerequisite to overthrow the bourgeoisie state 

4 and to capt4re political power. This position does 

3. V.I. Lenin#. state and Revolution, Moscow: 
Progress, 19T/. 

4. Martin Carney# 2E• cit., pp.57-59. 



not mean that he had given more emphasis to the super-

structure than to the material base. Rather~ he, 

shed more light on the ideological roots of the state 

lying behind the various institutions of society like 

family and others that appear at the outset as some-

thing not related to the state. His contributions 

are of far reaching strategic and tactical implications. 

Since the state is historical, Marx classified 

states on the basis of mode of production. He wrote 

on despotic state, feudal state and capitalist state. 

Regarding the capitalist state he has given the 

following theses. First, "the modern representative 

state is but a committee for managing the common 

f f . f th h l b . . . u 5 a a1rs o e w o e ourgeo1s1e. secondly, "the 

State is the instrument of ruling class n 6 and thirdly, 

the state is autonomous from ruling class. These 

formulations were used by him to explain various 

forms of the state. 

After the II World war, the States which had 

taken part in the war and their economies became 

5. Marx & Engels, _!he~_!Jifesto of Communist Par_!y, 
MoscO\'-': Progress Publlsher, 1975, p.44. 

6. R. :rviiliband, "Marx in the Stat.e", in Socialist 
Re5!1-stef_, ed., Ralph Miliband and JohnsaVITle, 
London: Merlin Press, 1965, p.293. 

4 



weak.· To E?merge from the ruins, the capitalist:- system 

adopted new methods. As a result the dynamics of the 

state have undergone many changes. For example, in 

the economic sphere the naked exploitation was replaced 
I 
I 

by a sophisticated form. Due to the changes in the 

5 

economy the state_ adopted welfare activities to maintain 
/ 

;ts -'!.~u.i~ibr.iurn. r;n thi.) context, the old questions - How 

does the capi.~alist state maintain itself arrl what is 

the nature of the relation between the State and ruling 

class under the new condition - demanded new answers. 

The thesis given by Marx regarding the nature of 

the relation between the State and ruling class had 

continued to generate a lot of controversy. Perceptive 

modern writers 1 ike Miliband and Poulantzas came out 

with 'instrumentalist• and •structuralist• interpre-

tations of the Marxist theory of the State. 

The implication of the instrumentalist thesis 

is that the state is subservient to the ruling class. 

Mi liband in his, • The St.qte in a Capi tali~t Societ~ •, 

argued that the capitalists are taking part in the 

deliberations of the state, so that the state favours 

the capitalists. Since the carriers of structures are 

primary, there are differences in its actual policy

functioning while the same state system is being operated 
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by different kinds of people say for example the social 

democrats, fascists, conservatives. 7 

The secon¢ position of Marx became important 

in the structuralist analysis. To them, state is not 

a subject or object. It is a relation. The state is 

a factor of cohesion. 8 The sti;:ucturalists challenge 

the instrumentalist position. They say that the 

characterisation of the state as a passive instrument 

in the hands of the bourgeoisie ~tc.n not help to explain 

the dynamism of the state. A.ccordi ng to them· the 

modern state apparatus absorbs the people from various 

classes. so how one can say that it favours the 

capitalists though it had people from all the classes.9 

The state is also a terrain of the class struggle,~J ik 

h 1 i t f h 1 . 1 10 State as re at ve au onomy rom t e ru lng c ass. 

7. R. Mil iband, "The Problem of Capitalist State
Reply to Poulantzas ", in Ide_910.9.L.2:.E!_Soc_!El 
Sciences, ed., Rabin Backburn, Fontana, 1972, 
'P· 2s9:-

8. N. Poulantzas, "The Capitalist state: A Reply 
to Miliband and Laclal..l. 11

, ~.!:;ef.!_Revi~~ No.59, 
Dec.-Jan., p.64. 

9 • N. Poulantzas, "The problem of Capitalist State", 
..!,de.91:2.2LJ:.£?_§9Cial Scienc~, ed., Rabin Backburn, 
London: Fontana, 1972. 



The relative autonomy formulation has been 

question~u from various quarters. According to Fred 

Block 

the relative autonomy formulation of Poulantzas 
is a cosmetic modification of Marxism's tenden
cy to reduce state power to class power. The 
reduction does not occur in the relative auto
nomy formulation as quickly as it does in 
orthodox Marxist formulation that the Centre 
of the. state as executive committee of ruling 
class. But the reduction occurs because 
state power is still conceived as entirely 
a product of class relation. In Poulantzas 
phrase the state is the condensation of class 
relations. A condensation cannot exercise 
pO\Iler.11 

In the view of Miliband 'Relative autonomy• 

has not been the characteristic of all forms of the 

capitalist states. In France the Bonopartist state 

came into existence because none of the social classes 

at the time had the ability to control the state. 

This form came into existence under the above-said 

. f. . t. 12 specl 1c Sl tua 1on. 

Skocpol's criticism to this formulation is 

that the relative autonomy formulation does not 

consider the State's or the State managers' interest, 

11. Fred Block, "Beyond Relative Autonomy: state 
Managers as Historical Subjects" in socialist 
Register, London: Merlin Press,· 1980:--i):-229-:------ ,. 

12. ·R. Miliband, .2.P· cit., p.260. 

7 
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which may be contradictory to all the classes in 

. 13 
soc 1ety. 

The capital logic or the derivationist school 

theorists developed an alternative approach to study 

the nature of the state. Offe tried to understand the 

state through the behaviour of the inner structure of 
/ 

the state itself. He says that the State has selective 

mechanisms through which it acts as a class state. In 

the behaviour of the state one can see three different 

kinds of selection, viz., positive selection, negative 

selection and neutral selection. Through positive 

selections it avoids the policies which create. damages 

to the system. With the help of neutral selection it 

maintains the appearance that the state is a neutral one. 

The class nature of the State can be bet.ter understood 

only in the times of crisis. The State would not go 

for a solution but it often postpones the crisis. 14 

These theories exarni ned the various aspects of 

the capitalist states of western origin. Even though 

13. R. Miliband, "State power and class Interests", 
~~eft ~~~l~ No.138, March-April 1983, p.60. 

14. David A. Gold, Clarence Y.H. LO and Eric Olin 
Wright, 11Recent Developments in Marxist Theories 
of the Capi·talist State 11

, Part 2 ·Monthly Review, 
New York, November 1975, pp.37-41o 
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the state is a universal phenomenon it is debatable, 

how far- these theories can be helpful to explain the 

. . h. d ld 15 state 1n •r 1r Wor • Though the Third World States 

have some similar fea·tures with the advanced capitalist 

States, they developed in a different kirrl of situation. 

They have a separate history and a different kind of 

development. Before the Second' World War the Third 

World States were Colonial States, ruled by an alien 

power. After the lind World War the State power is 

changed from the colonial masters to native people 

of the respective .countries. So any attempt to grasp 

the Third World State has to begin with the nature of 

colonial state and consequently it has to move to an 

analysis of the post colonial perio9. 

Marx wrote on the ~olonial states. 16 He took 

the colonial states in Ireland and India for examination. 

15. 

16. 

Here the word 'Third World' is used to indicate 
the States which were newly liberated from the 
imperialist rule. 

(\ 

There isLcontroversy among the scholars regarding 
the views of Marx on colony. Scholars Kurian, 
Bhatti held an opinion that in the writings of 
Marx there is _.theory on the colonial economy. 
But Sudipto Kaviraj and others opined that Marx 
writings do not have any theoretical statement 
because all the writingp of Marx are aimed 
to explain capitalism ~not of co·lonial economy. 
For a detail report on this issue, see Economic 
-~Po]itic~~~kly, Bombay, 1980 (Dec.101; ____ _ 
pp.2102-08. 



Marx took Indian economy as a case of Asiatic mode 

of production. In his opinion this mode of production 

has a stagnant character that kept the flourishing 

of capitalism in this society at bay for a longer 

period. Marx wrote that the colonial state played a 

17 dual role. He believed that, on the one hand it 

destroyed the stagnant economy and on the other it 

10 

laid the foundation of capitalist economy. He considered 

the role of colonial state as positive in India. 

Whereas in Ireland where capitalism developed already, 

it exploited the economy and arrested further 

growth. The question of stagnancy or dynamism of 

the original Indian economy has become one of controversy; 

and this debate in whi~h many historians are taking 

part would be brought in the coming chapters while 

·analysing the views of different parties. 

Contrary to Marx • s was Lenin's opinion. In his 

various works, 

. t 18 a parasl e. 

he considered the colonial s-tate as 

Since it was parasitic in nature, he 

17. Martin Corney, ~· ~it., p.174. 

18. Lenin's general views on colonialism can be 
found in his various works like 'Imperialism, 
the last stage of ~apitalism', 'The colonial 
and national '):hesis •, presented ·at 2nd Congress 
of Comintern at Moscow in 1920. 



f'elt that the production rela·tions remained pre

capitalistic,- and the countries can develop in a non

capitalist way after overthrowing the colonial state. 

This notion of Lenin on the role of colonial state 

remained for a long time in Cornl ntern, even af·ter 

his demise. 

M. N. Roy founi himself fully agreeing with 

11 

Marx, i.e., that the colonial state has newly developed 

capitalism. But he qualified his position by stating 

that the colonial state developed capitalism only to 

some extent, not fully. 

Mao joined the discussion on the colonial states 

in the east. His views were very advanced. He charac-

teri zed the Chinese society as semi-feudal and semi

colonial society. The colonial state, to him, was the 

political committee of the. metropolitan bourgeoisie. 

The bourqeoi sie of the country ·were agents of irnperi a-

lism who did not represent the interests of the classes, 

except theirs, within the countryo 19 Since the society 

was semi-£ eudal and semi-colonial, the development of 

working class was minimal and the bourgeoisie was also 

comprador. so, he advocate~l the new democratic revolution, 

19. Martin Corney, ~· £it., p.179. 
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an innovation done by Mao# taking peasantry as the 

main force of revolution even while working class is 

the leading force. 

TH~ GE.l:JERAJ:._ANALY.§1§_2.f PO§'J.:=fOLOliffAL_ST~!~ 

After the rr.nd world War, the imperialist states 

became weak. Freedom struggles in the colonies reached 

their peaks. These developments as a whole led the 

colonial masters to leave the country in the hands 

of the bour.::reoisie of the respective countries. This 

changed situation necessitated a new look into the 

nature of the post-colonial state. The world model 

theories came with their new analysis. They _explained 

the Third world State in the context of world cap~ta-

lism. A.G. Frank, Immanual Wallerstein are the 

advocates of this approach. The point of departure 

of this analysis is the assumption that the whole 

world is ·under capitalist mode of production. ·,l'lithin 

this framework they tried to analyse the relation 

between the capitalist states and the Third World 

states. 

I 
But tpe problem with this of analysis 

. is that thev de~y "the existence of the crucial local 

specificitibs ignore the role of the.State and class 
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struggle." 

As we have seen, most of the studies on the 

State from Western origin are basically theoretical, 

aimed to f orrnulate broad generalizations.· The 

questions posed by them are also different and 

are determined by the development and their require-

ments. For instance, their concern has been more 

about how the capitalist state remains or acts as 

capitalist state. Does it act as a class state 

because of class or of economy. Secondly they tried 

to find answers for the nature of the state povJer 

itself. Does the state has any power of its own? 

or Does it reflect only the class power1 

Here comes the importance of the studies done 

by the Indian Marxists. First of all, they are 

specific. Though many Marxist scholars worked on 

this area, the communist parties in India have given 

considerable attention to understand the nature of 

Indian state. Among the communist parties, the 

views of CPI, CPI {M) and CPI {ML) are widely understood, 

20o Patankar B. & Omvedt G., "The bourgeoisie State 

13 

in Post colonial social Formations", Economic 
2P_Politica_!_we~kly, Bombay, D~cember 1977;p.2165. 



and is being ·practised in the political arena. 

In this study an attempt is made to examine very 

generally some of their perceptions o~ political economy 

of the country, the nature of the bourgeoisie in the 

structure and political tendencies, the class character 

of the state, strategies and tactics. .All these aspects 
/ 

are examined since the inception of the parties to the 

present. 

14 

In the second chapter, while studying the C0m~unist 

Party of India (CPI)'s characterization, importance is 

given to the:post-independence period upto the party sp~it 

in +964. In the third chapter, the CPI's perception of 

' the Indian s~ate from 1964 to the present period, is 
I 

examined. Tpe fourth chapter examines Communist Party of 
' I 

India {Marxi~t)'s understanding of the Indian state. While 

examining, attention is paid to understand how this charac-

terization evolved over the period, especially after the 

split of 1964, and how far it is different from that of 

CPI. In the fifth chapter the views of Communist Party of 

India {Marxist-Leninist) on the nature of Indian state are 

analysed. After 1972 this party got divided into many 

splinter groups. As it is not possible to study all the 

groups within the time limit1 one each.from those that still 

stick to the same old formulations of undivided CPI (ML) as 

well .. as from those that departed basically are taken for 

sample analysis. 



CHAPTER II 

THE COMMON PROGRAMi,1ATIC HISTORY: 
COMfVNIST VI E1tJ OF THE STATE BEFORE THE SPLIT 

To un::ierstand the present characterization of the 

Indian state by the CPI, one has to proceed from its 

past characterizations of it. In the pre-indepen:ience 

period, we find two different stages as well as kinds 

of analyses being used by CPI in characterizing the 

state: one from 1920 to 1939, and the other from 1939 

to 1942. In the latter period, contrary to the former 

one, we flnd that the international factors gain 

importance. In the post '47 period, upto 1951 one 

can see an attempt for a new characterization. Since 

1951 to the first split in the party, CPI un:ierwent 

an evolutionary transformation giving shape to a clear-

cut line that dominated '64 onwards. 

During pre-colonial times, the Irrlian sub-

continent had been under the rule of various kings. 

It was constituted of societies based on agriculture, 

wi~h self sufficie~t villages as their innumerable 

units, Agriculturists, village· artisans and village 

officials were the major three social classes. 1 

1. Shankar Ghose, socialism and Corrmunism in India, 
calcutta: Alliea-PUSIISFiers;-r9ir,-p. 9b. _____ _ 



2 There was no private property on land. Activities 

like that of promoting agricultural prcduction were 

taken up by the king. 

This pre-colonial society was transformed into 

a colonial one with the establishment of a colonial 

state in India by the British bourgeoisie who came 

~ere in s~arch of market. Bri tishers introduced a 

new land tenure system. In addition to the changes 

in the 1 a til relations that it brought about, the 

15-A 

introduction of the transport and modern communication 

system helped it in completely destroying the isolation 

of the Indian villages. The immense tension that 

these changes had brought in and the multilevel 

oppression that the various classes in India were 

facing workEd as the social basis of the anti-coloPial 
J 

movements that sprang up. some of the socially conscious 

intellectuals who wanted to overthrow the alien and 

oppressive colonial state founded CPI in 1920 at 
'";) 

Tashkent.-

2. Dutt and Sundaram, Indi~_-Econ.£!!1Y.!. l'~w Delhi: 
Chand & Co., 1978, po19. 

3. Communist Party Publication, The Guidelines 
~f the Histo§y_of the co~~rJ.~}_Party,§f India, 
New Delhi, 1 74, p.6. M.N. Roy,~an~ Muknerji, 
Rosa Eiling, T. Mohammad Ali,· fv!ohamnad Shafiq 
and M.B.P.T.Acharya together formed CPI. There 
is a dispute over the origin of the year of CPI. 
The present CPI holds the view that the CPl 
forme.d by M. N. Roy and his friends in 'raskent 

contd ••• 



The first analysis of the colonial state came 

from M.N. Roy in the form of an alternative thesis to 

Lenin's which he presented in the Second Congress of 
I 

comintern in 1920, even before the foundation of CPI. 

To Lenin, in the colonial countries, the sta9e of 

16 

social development remained pre-capitalist. The resultant 

absence of a significant industrial working class and 

the anti-colonial nature of the national liberation 

movements made Lenin to ask the Communists in those 

countries to join and work inside the national movements~ 

To M.N. Roy, things were quite opposite to 

Lenin's observation. He held that there had been 

capitalist development and the working class in India 

had reached a number of 5 million. He saw that the 

bourgeoisie leading the movement against the colonial 

state would compromise in course of the struggle·. so 

he advocate::i a different strategy, i.e., the Communists 

themselves should organise the working class movement 

against the colonial regime. 5 

contd ••• 
was essentially an organization but not a party. 
secondly, the then CPI did not enjoy the support 
of IInd International. For these reasons, the 
CPic~~ ~d be considered as party, and naturally 
its date of origin ceases to be a controversy. 

4. G. Adhikari (ed.); Documents of the Hi§..!:_££y_of 
9:1, .New Delhi: PPH, .vol:I, p.159, 1q'-'IJ. 

5. Ibid. 
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The question of the nature of the colonial 

state came to surface once more in the 6th Congress 

of Comintern (1923). In the discussion, Marxists 

from Russia, Britain and India took part. The r-innist-. 

.Marxist Kuusinnen and others - were of the opinion 

that the colonial state had hamperec the development 

of India and converted it into an agrarian appendage. 

While presenting his views, he substantiated his 

arguments by the following facts: (a) the introduction 

of finance capital to India. (b) the absence of long 

term plans of industrialisation. From these they 

concluded that the colonial state had hampered the 

development. Since there was no development,the 

bourgeoisie might tend to collaborate with imperial ism. 

On the political realm, the Congress party might 

collaborate, since it was considered as a bourgeoisie 

6 
party •. 

The Leftists within the Congress had reformist 

tendencies. The workers' and peasants' party eZln 'h.ot 

6. According to Bhagwan Josh the Indian National 
Congress was not a bourgeoisie movement, rather 
it was an all class movement. For a detailed 
discussion, see Bhagwan Josh, nunderstanding 
Indian Communists: A Survey of Approaches to 
the Study of Communist Movement in India 1920-
194 7 ",paper presented at the annual session of 
the Indian History Congress at KurUkshetra, 
28- 30 December 198 2, p. 27 • 



be considered a.s an alternative to Communist party. 

So the strategical line developerl from this understanding 

was that the Communists should organize the movement 

7 independent of Congress party. 

M.N. Roy, on the other hand had expressed through 

his draft - different view regarding the role of the 

state. Accordinq to him the re8uction of the finance 

capital export to India was follovved by al~owing the 

native capital to invest in industries. He called this 

process as wdecolonization"'. This may further le8d to 

a dominian status due to the development f2cilitated by 

the colonial st2te, the bourgeoisie may cooperate with 

imperialism. So the Communists should join the Congress 

to lead the movement so that they can <woid the 

collaboration tendencies of the bourgeoisie.
8 

The point raised by Russian Marxists regarding 

the role of the colonial state in development was 

challenged by the members of the Communist Party of 

Great Britain. They held that the colonial state 

showed interest in industrialization. The reduction 

of capital export to India, they clarified, happened 

7. John P.Haitheox, Communign and N.ationalism in 
_fndi2: M.N.t P.,gl_,_?n'dComintern_PoJlCy 1920-39, 
New Jersey: Prmceton, 1971, p.125. 

8. Ibj..s1_, p.112 



due to the general depression and not of the absence 

of future plans as pointed out by Russian Marxists. 

The appointment of agricultural Commission (1916) and 

constructions of rail roads, according to CPGB members, 

were some of the indicators of the colonial state• s 

interest in development. CPGB members used the term 

"decoloni zation 11 to mean in::lus trial ization. 9 

Some of the Indian delegates had a different 

understanding on the role of the colonial state iR 

British India. Usmani, was of the opinion that the 

colonial state hampered the development. He concluded 

that the communists should fight against the colonial 

state independently. Whereas another delegate from 

India perceived that the colonial state made development 

to a certain extent. Even then, he said, there should 

not be any temporary alliance with Indian National 

congress while opposing to the colonial state. 10 

Finally, the Congress arrived at the conclusion 

that there was no development by the colonial 'parasite 

state•. M.N. Roy's position we~ called 'an imperialist 

lie•. Regarding the relation between colonial state 

9. _!_eid., p.125. 

10. Ibi_9., p.125o 

19 



and other cl asses 1 it said, that the Indian National 

Congress as a whole had gone to collaborate with 

British imperialism am the so-called left wing within 

congress acquired right reformist tendencies. The 

workers and peasants' party would not play the role 

of the Communist party. So it was advised that the 

Communists organise movements under the leadership of 

working class.. It further did ·'Y\.ot lay any restriction 

to have temporary alliance with INC to implement the 

•anti-imperialist strategy'. 

The strategy adopted in the Sixth Congress of 

the Comintern (1928) was put into practice which led 

to the isolation of the Communists.
11 

As explained earlier, there was a conflict of 

opinions in the 1928 Congress on the nature of colonial 

development in India. The Russian Marxists and the 

Indian delegates opined that there was no significant 

capitalist development 1 while·M.N. Roy and CPGB members 

felt there was. But all these answers were based on 

the perception of different facts. When the Russian 

Marxists perceived the lack of finance .capital export· 

to India as an indicator to their conclusion of no 

11. ~bi~.~ Po126. 
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development, M.N. Roy took the development of indigenous 

capitalism and CPGB members took the development of 

railways and road communications as indicators to 
I 

their conclusion of development. Having different 

opinions on the nature of development, the Russian 

Marxists and M.N. Roy came to the same conclusion on 

the character of the Indian bourgeoisie. But, as the 

opinions we~e. based on different facts, different 

strategies came out. 

The failure, i.e., the isolation, forced the 

communists to go for a new assessment of the colonial 

state and its relation to the different social classes. 

This time, the United Front strategy was taken from 

Dimitrov, without considering whether this thesis 

would be suitable to this country or not. Thus, India 

became again a social laboratory, now to experiment 

with Dimitrov•s thesis. Dutt and Bradley (1935), on 

the basis of the Dimi trov thesis (United Front Strategy) 

gave a new analysis of the political situation in India. 

·According to them, within the bourgeoisie, there were 

two wings called right and l~ft. The right was reac-
1 

tionary. The left wing was considered revolutionary. 

The thesis called for an anti-imperialist united front 

with the left wing Congress members. To put this line 
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into prc:.ctice c:ll the communist~; took membership in 

Congress Soci<:li~,t Party (CSP). They oper<:ted within 

the CSP vvi th this notion which brought them into 

conflict with the·members of CSP. Consequently they 

wel. e e xpe lle d from the CSP. 12 

ln 1939 S.eptember Hitler declared wcr on Britain. 
/ 

The coloni<=tl regime demanded support from INC. G;;ndhiji 

was re~dy to give unconditional support to the colonial 

regime. The Congress working Comrni ttee rejected the 

position of G andhiji. They held that the entry of the 

colonial stc:te into the war did not have any relevance 

to the independence of India. It decl:imed to support 

the colonial regime and was hesitant to do struggle 

13 
against it also. 

On the other hand the communists took a different 

stand. They said that the war- was betv-.een '"two 

imperi;:tlist rivals, the Anglo-French imperialists 

and the Hitler and other~,t.t and the aims 

of the war wore 'tselfish imperialist aims'r. So 

'~it was an imperialist war" and they further said 

that capitc;lisrn was in c·risis. The Communist party 

wanted to utilise the war crisis. to achieve national 

12. 

13. 

G. J.Overstreet and Marshall idindmillar Communism 
in India, Bombay, Perenial Press, 196o: P.10l.-

Ib i d. , iJ • 196 • 



freedom. So it called for anti-'l'lar strike in which 

1, SO, 000 workers participated. The strike continued 

for forty days and was finally crushed by the colonial 

14 state. 

In 1942, Hitler invaded Russia. During this 

period England and Russia became allies. The response 

towards the new development was not unanimous. The 

Communists who remained underground published a. state-

ment. According to the statement the attitude towards 

the war and colonial state would remain sa~e. It 

opined that by waging a war against imperialism people 

f --'l. h 1 i t . 15 o IrM1a can e p Sov e Un1on. 

A different analysis c~rne from the members of 

the Communist party who were in prison. According to 

them the attack on soviet Union by Hitler and the entry 

of Japan into the war had changed the character of 

war; the two events were decisive events in the war. 

The entry of Japan in the war brought the war to ou1· 

door and the eastern-side of India could be captured 

ny the Fascists; The victory of Soviet Union will 

14. P.C. Joshi, .f~~unist Reply_}~ Co_!}gre~~2£]5ing 
f9mmittee Cha£9~ 1 Peoples Publishing House 
Bombay, 1945, pp. 35-39. 

15. G.D. Overstreet, !£• ~1~., p.196. 
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change the alignment of class forces at the global 

level. which would be helpful to attain independence; 

Now the question was Fascism or Fr~edom; Since the 

imperialists were cooperating with Soviet Union in 

opposing fascism which was the common enemy to all. 

the communists should support the British in the war 

efforts. They c~early said that the participation 

in the warwou.l~ not automatically bring freedom to India. 16 

The first position taken by the leaders outside 

the jail was a balanced position which considered both 

the internal and the external situations. Whereas 

the leaders inside the jail gave more importance to 

the international alignment of class forces (rather 

state forces), failed to give attention to the align-

ment of class forces within the country, and at the 

same time were unaware of the strength of the working 

class too. This position of theirs invited much 

condemnation from all quarters and still they are 

being condemned for this mistake. 17 

16. P.C. Joshi, 2E• £it., pp.45-50. 

17. In 1975, during emergency Communists were 
condemned as betrayers of freedom struggle. 
Arun Shorie expressed the same in 1984 in an 
article published in Illustrated weekly of 
India. To refute this CPI and CPM published 
.articles. For a detailed discussion, see 
P. Ramamoorti. The role of Communists in freedom ---------con w::-:-----
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In 1947, the 1 Mount Batten Award' was announced. 

Political power was transferr-ed to the Indian National 

Congress leaders. What was the reaction of CPI to 

the new development? The official response to this 

development was very optimistic. A CC resolution 

described this as 'new opportunity' and the governments 

as 1 strategic weapons 1
• The rel'ations between imperalism 

and the bourgeoisie was taken as hostile. So CPI 

called for ·~roadest front against imperialism" and 

other forces allied with imperialism. But both Adhil<ari 

and Ranadi ve considered the independence as sh~m and a 

-F • • 1. 18 manoeuvre o~ 1mper1a 1sm. According to this vievJ 

imperialism and Indian bourgeoisie were not hostile. 

The dissident view became the official view of 

the partz, soon after. The political thesis adopted 

in the 2nd Congress (1948) characterize1 the transfer 

of power as 'fake independence'. The new government, 

according to CPI, was a government of "national surrender" 

----cc; ntd:::-
~~£~ggle, Madras: Tamil Pustnkalayam, 1985; 
Gautam Cha ttopadhyay, Arun shour ie' s slanders 
Rebu~_:!:ed Hi~_!9E_:t~as_ Vindicat€_9_ th~-f~EE.!St~, 
New Delhi: C.P. Publications, 1984. 
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and of "collaboration... There came a new formulation 

regarding character of the government. It said that 

the imperialists, bourgeoisie and landlords together 

share pm-.rer; of the three, bourgeoisie is the active 

partner. so, the stage of revolution would be socialist 

one - taking working class as the main force of 

revolution. Peasantry, middle-peasants and agricultural 

workers would be allies. Industrial strike was 

considered the major weapons of revolution. 19 

A Titoite model of single stroke revolution, 

supposed to have combined the two stages, was simply 

mimicked without giving serious thought to it. This 

again proved a big failure. 

Since the Titoite model of revolution (confined 

to Bombay and some cities) met with failure, the party 

accepted the agrarian revolution model advanced by 

Andhra secretariat that was under the influence of 

Hao' s thought. The basic assumption, accepting 

this model, was that the material conditions that 
the 

prevailed in Tndia (1950) had similarity witrjpre-

revolutionary China's conditions. 

19. M.B. Rao {ed.), ~~ment~!._j:J::.§~_!~to.£Y:._E_! 
CPI, vol.III, {1::148-56}"'; New DelhJ.: PPH, 1976, 
p]3:"77-81. 



Accordinq t:o the new analysis India was a semi-

colony.; Po.li ·tical power had been jointly exercised by 

the rural and urban bourgeoisie; This implied that the 

27 

small and middle bourgeoisie can be won as allies. The 

stage of the revolution was democratic revolution; This 

will be an agrarian revolution. The working class and 

the petty bourgeoisie will be allies of the revolution. 

Peasants will be the main force of the revolution • 

. According to this plan. partisan struggle started in 

Telungana, which was crushed by the Indian army 

h . 11 20 p ysJ.ca y. 

After shuttling between the two models, the CPI 

was forced to think in a new way to formulate a new 

programme suitable to Indian conditions. The 1951 

programme of CPI came as a result of its attempt in 

this direction. This was the first full programme 

that the party formulated.in its history of three 

decades since 1920. The new programme was actually 

a compromise between the rightists and leftists who 

.advocated different paths for Indian revolution. 

20. Victor M. Fi~, Peaceful Transition to Communism 
in India, Delhi:-N'achiketaPublication. 1963,
Po 25 • 



The 1951 programme said that the country's 

economy was under the 'death grip' of the British 

imperialism, which hampered the development of the 

country~ While commenting on the leadership of the 

state,it said that the government was a government 

of 'financiers', 'landlords' and 'princes' and it was 

installed w.ith the consent of British imperialism. 

The foreign policy of the state was nothing but the 

foreign policy of imperialism and its constitution 

28 

cannot be called as a democratic constitution. Regarding 

the strategy of resolution, the p~ogramme said, the 

stage of revolution would be people's democracy. A 

broad general United Front under the leadership of 

working class in alliance with entire peasantry will 

perform this task. All the forces against imperialism 

would be admitted in this front. The policy statement 

said the party would participate in the elections to 

21 attain this goal. 

Regarding the character of the government and 

the nature of economic development and the foreign 

policy, the party adopted positions similar to th~t d 

2nd Congress of CPI. Regarding the strategy and 

21. CPI_E£99E~~~1~1, New Delhi: C.P. Publication, 
.1956. 



tactics it abandoned the Chinese model of revolution 

for I ndic'l. Partie ipation in the elections, became 

the tactics in the 51 programme. Following this the 

Party took part in the general elections {1952) and 

got a considerable number of seats in the parliament 

and in the state legislatures. 

But the 1951 programme generated a lot of 

differences within the party. Thewe emerged three 

kinds of views regarding the character of the society 

and state as well. These views can be broadly charac-

terised as rightists, leftists and centrists. While 

the views as a whole remaine:.l distinctly different, 

there was similarity with one another in analysing 

some aspects of reality. 

Regarding the charac·ter of the society, while 

the centrists held that the country was economically 

free, the Rightists held that the~e was more influence 

of U.K. on Indian economy. But the Leftists went to 

the extreme. They characterised it as a 'semi-colony 

29 

and semi-feudal' country. On the nature of independence 

Leftists opined that India's freedom was political in 

nature with no genuine economic independence. But the 

centrists considered it as general~y independent; 

they argued the freedom or independence of the country 

depended upon not only on economy alone but also its 
I 
I 
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power of resistance to war. Besides this, the emergence 

of soviet Russia was one of the factors that contributed 

22 
for the independence of the country. 

On the class character of government the Leftists 
I 

and the Rightists had differences of opinion. According 

to them the big bourgeoisie and landlords exercised 
/ 

the state power. But to the Centrists, their alliance 

was only political. The Rightists believed that the 

state power was with the progressive sections of the 

bourgeoisie, interested in independent capitali~t 

development. On the nature of the foreign policy the 

·Rightists and the Centrists held that Indian foreign 

policy was dependent on imperialism. The Leftists held 

that it would he wrong to characterise the foreign 

policy as dependent but it played between the two 

t i . -.-:1 23 coun r es, 1.e., U.K. arM u.s.A. 

The Rightists were led by leaders like Ravi 

Narayana Reddy, Bhowani sen, Somnath Lahiri, P.C. Joshi~ 

P. Thrimali and O.P. Sangal. The Leftists were led by 

P. Sundaryya, M. B asuva Punni ah, Hanumantha Rao,. 

22. Bipa,n Chandra, "A Strategy in Crisis", The 
India_!?_Left, New Delhi: Vikas, pp.296-339: 

2 3. Ibid. 
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H.s.s. Surjeet and Prsad Rao. The Centrists were 

represented by Ajoy Ghosh, E.M.s. Namboodiripad and 

P. Gupta. 

The Post-colonial State was a new thing in 

history. so was the systematic attempt of CPI to 

characterise the state. Since the post colonial 

state's nature was so complex, it became the ground 

for various opinions. The three opinions that developed 

within CPI were based on three different scales used 

for the measurement of reality. But from 1953 onwards 

a ne11v trend developed. The Rightists • view bee arne 

increasingly dominant after 1953o 

During the year 1953, the third Congress of 

CPI was held in Madurai. The Congress resolution 

said that significant changes had taken place in the 

foreign policy of India. It said that "the Indian 

government's denunciation of the atom bomb, its help 

in endir:-g the hostilities in Korea, its condemnation 

of the tactics of syngman Rhee, its opposition to the 

American move to transform Pakistan into a war base 
2..-<J-

are helping the cause of peace". Friend ship and 

cultural relations developed recently with the USSR, 

24. C.P. Publication, Political resolution of CPI 
·3rd Congress MaduraJ., 27-15ec-.-Tii53tb4 Jan:-
1954, CPI Documents 195 -56, p. 286. 



PRC and other countries, strengthening world ·peace. 

The resolution further said that though there 

were some progressive features in the state still it 
I 

was subject to the influence of imperialism and it 

won't hesitate to make concessions to American 

imperialists. It pointed out t~at the government of 

India's silence on the colonial war waged by British 

imperialism in Malaya and Africa, on the military 

dictator,ship established in Guenana by the British 

in violation of the constitution and about the war 

against the Vietnamese people. Further it allowed 

32 

gurkhas to recruit in British army for the suppression 

25 of valiant· Malayan people. 

In the realm of domestic policies, the resolution 

said that the government had not even shown enough 

courage to take measures to prevent foreign monopolists 

who have invested capital in India from engaging in 

unfair competition and killing Indian industries. It 

had permitted a free flow of foreign goods which are 

running many Indian indus tries, not only small seale 

and cottage ind.ustries - but also several large scale 

. d t . 26 l.n us r1.es. 

25. Ibid., p. 290. ,___ 



It further said 11as a result of this unequivalent 

trade, denial of much needed capital goods, increasing 

ruination of national industries due to foreign compe-

tition and growing penetration of foreign capital in 

fields, where Indian industries already exist, contra

dictions between imperialism and the Indian bourgeoisie 

are becomir,g sharper and even sections of the big 

33 

b · ' h b · ' · th · n27 ourgeo1s1e ave egun ra1s1ng vo1ces on ese 1ssues. 

So the CPI decided to support the state in the 

realm of foreign policy, provided, government of India 

take positive measures, and at the same time it will 

· pressurise the state for a consistent foreign policy. 

This government while giving concessions to big business, 

it puts all its burden on the people of India. So this 

government should be replaced. To realise this; a 

coalition of different parties and groups with a common 

programme should be formed. 28 

After the third Congress P. Ramamo~thi came 

out with a new assessment on Indian state. In his 

view, the nature of Indian foreign policy, the Panch-

sheel, the friendly relations with China were progressive 

27. Ibid., p.293o 

28. ·l~id., p.306. 
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features. These policies were against the main enemy 

i.e., the U.S. imperialism. He felt that these policies 

should be Jsed for the creation of a National Platform 

for Peace ar:d Freedom to oppose American imperialism, 

which was a trxeat to independence of India. 29 ' 

A section of u.P. provincial committee members 

welcomed the new proposal of Ramamoorthi,. and they 

demanded that the party should develop a tactical line 

on the basis of Ramamoorthi's proposal. In their 

opinion, there was a contradiction between the Indian 

foreign policy and the domestic policies an::l the contra-

·diction c:..'tl.n not remain for a long time. so the progressive 

forces must· utilise the progres~ive direction of the 

foreign policy to change the reactionary domestic 

policies; otherwise the opportunity will be used by 

')0 
some reactionary forces to reverse the foreign policy.J 

In response to this demand, the Central Committee 

of CPI said that there was no contradiction between 

the foreign and domestic policy of the Indian State. 

While admitting the progressive features of the foreign 

policy it said that these aspects were the outcome of 

29. Victor M. Fie, .£!?· ~g., pp.97-:98. 

30. Ibid., p.99. 



individual steps; It pointed out still the Indian 

state had relations with British imperialism, which 

was a rea~tionary feature. The Central Committee 

concluded that the foreign policy of India was as a 

whole reactionary. Within the country the domestic 

policies represented the interests of landlords and 

monopolists who were collaborating with British 

imperialism. so the Central Committee decided to 

fight against the government, which was collaborating 

. th . . 1' 31 
w~ ~mperla ~sm. 

a.:t 
How did the.leaders arriveAdifferent conclusion 

35 

by looking at same phenomenon'£ P. Ramamoorti considered, 

war was the important thing that posed threat to the 

development of the country. Since the u.s. imperialism 

had more military capability, he thought Irrlia's main 

enemy was u.s. imperialism. When India adopted Panch-

sheel and developed relations with USSR and PRC, he 

called the foreign policy of India as progressive. 

But the Central Committee • s thinking was entirely 

different. The Central Committee gave more importance 

to the presence of British imperialism in the economy 

31. !bi~., pp.100-0l. 
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of India it was considered more harmful for the 

development of the country; Foreign policy was looked 

as secondary importance. 'l'hough they accepted the 

progressiveness of the foreign policy of India, it 

didn't bring any disturbance to the domestic policies. 

so the c. c. considered,.. there was no contradiction 

between the external and intern~l policies. 

In' sho·rt one can say the former perspective 

(Ramamoorthi) gave more emphasis to the external 

policies to determine the class character of the 

state in a particular time. But the latter believed 

that the domestic policy was important which determines 

the essence of the state; this latter understanding 

seems to be more logical. 

The U.P. provincial com~ittee's unique method 

to change the reactionary domes tic policies of the 

government by supporting the progressive foreign policy, 

remained without testing since the C.C. had denied 

the existenGe of contradiction between forei9n and 

domestic policies. 

In 1956 (within three years) there was a break 

in the unjerstanding of CPI on Indian state; Indian 

state became an independent state and· its foreign 

32 
policy also. 

32. CPI Publication, ~l:S!;lin~_§, p.lOO. 



The fourth Congress resolution said th.at in 

the realm of the domestic policies some significant 

changes come about; The I rrli an bourgeoisie wanted to 

develop capital ism in India; The Five Year Plans, which 

had many progressive features inevitably would bring 

conflict with imperialism arrl feudalism; Not only with 

the above said two forces, it would create conflict 

among the ruling classes also; In the international 

sphere the state opposed the war drives of imperialism 

and generally opposed to colonialism. It developed 

relations with Soviet Union and other peace-loving 

countries. The Nehru-Chou declaration of 28th June 

1954, the Panch-sheela, the Bandung Conference, the 

joint-statement iss~Led. by India and Russia- all this 

contributed for the world peace. These were the 

progressive steps in the economy as well as foreign 

. 1' 33 po ley. 

The resolution further said that the state at 

the same time maintained its relationship and continued 

its membership of the Commonwealth. This very act 

showed that the influence of British imperialism in 

the for·eign policy of· India was still strong. Not 

33. C.P. Publication, Political Resolution of 4th 
_ _gong~ss, CPI Docu'iliei1tS,"-19Sl-56, p. 419" 

New Delhi: PPH. 
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only this,the state gave more concessions to foreign 

capital. The failure to confiscate and nationalize 

the British capital and refusal to abolish completely 

the feudal relations were some of the reactionary 

t - d. 34 aspects o the In lan state. 
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The CPI thought that the above mentioned progressive 

trends in the foreign policy and domestic policy were 

in a dominant position in the state policies as a whole. 

The reactionary policies were in a secondary position. 

so the Congress resolution characterised I ncl:L an state 

as in::lependent and its foreiqn policy also. 

The positions taken by CPI in the fourth Congress 

(1956) on the nature of government, foreign policy, 

indepe nd.ence, ruling class and society were radically 

different from its earlier positions taken in 1948 and 

after. ·The characterisation of Indian society as a 

'semi-colony' {in 1948) disappeared in the 4th Congress 

iesolutions. It held that India .was an 'independent• 

country ln 4th Congress. Contrary to this,was the 

position of 1g48, which held India's independence as 

'fake'. In 1951, the party considered the foreign policy 

of India as a policy of imperialism. This position 



had undergone a change in 1953, which held it was 

anti-imperialistico In 1956 the party characterised 

the foreign policy of India as a 'policy of peace'. 

Regarding the character of government, the party 

said (1948) that the imperialists, landlords and 

capitalists together share the power; Among these 

classes the capitalist was the strong partner. In 

1951 it further said that the imperialists remained 

in the back. Quite contrary to these, in 1956 the 

party said that the state was a landlord-capi·talist-

state,. in which the bi'] bourgeoisie had a leading 

position. 

Though there is change in the characterization 

of the state, no change was made regarding the party's 

39 

political strategies. The establishment of a government 

of people's democracy as a strategy remained without 

any change. The party continued its tactical line -

the parliamentary form of struggle, which the party 

followed since 1951. Another reason for the conti-

nuation of parliamentary form of struggle by the CPI 

was the resolutions of the 20th Congress of CPSU, 

which was held in 1956. This Congress was attended 

by a delegation of CPI. In that Congress the CPSU 
" / 

put for•tJard some new ideas. The essence of the 

new ideas were, that socialism can be achieved thr:"ough 
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peacefu~ means. This •peaceful transition to socialism' 

formulation had far reaching implications in the analysis 

of state, character of the bourgeoisie, strategy and 

tactics, epoch, nat1.1re of imperialism and class alignment 

in the national and international level. While communist 

party of China was criticising this line, the CPI was 

formally endorsed it in the fourth Congress (Palghat, 

1956). Another incident which s-trengthened this kind 

of thinking was the election victory that came in Kerala 

in 1957. The CPI saw this victory as the product of 

this new line. 

The peaceful transition to socialism formulation 

found its way more significantly in the 5th Congress 

of CPI (1958). The Congress added a programmatic 

statement in the preamble of the Constitution of the 

party. It said that the party's long term and immediate 

aims would be to "strive to achieve full democracy and 

socialism by peaceful means."35 Though the CPI 

followed 'peaceful means' after the Telengana struggle, 

it was for the first time {1958) it openly abandoned 

the arrnoo strucJ']le as a m~?ans to captun~ state power 

and switched over to peaceful means as the primary 

35. Mohan Ram, .£!.?. ci _!.., p. 105. 
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means to attain state power. The programmatic statement 

added in the 5th Congress made an impact in the tactical 

line of CPI. 

During this time {1956 to 1958) the political 

resolution pointed out the development of the influence 

of the 'anti-national forces on the state•. The anti-

national forces were trying to establish links with 

imperialism. The resolution further said that the 

'anti-national' forces were getting more support from 

within the Congress party and less from without the 

party. In that situation, the resolution said to fight 

against the anti-national forces, to support the 

forces {progressive) within the Congress party,to defend 

the foreign policy, five year plans and to ensure maximum 

benefit for the people. This was the tactical line 

during that period. 36 

Here, though the strategical aim was to replace 

the Congress rule at the centre, the tactical line of 

CPI supported the 'progressive forces' in the state and 

started correcting the bourgeoisie towards progressive 

development in the pretext of countering the anti-

national forces having links with imperialism. 

36. C.P. Publica·tion, Guidel_!_!}~~~ .91?· _£it., p.106. 
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After 1958, the CPI.started countering the anti-

national forces and correcting the progressive forces 

within the state. How far did the CPI succeed in 

its attempt? 

Accardi ng to the party 1 s own assessment during 

the period between 5th and 6th ,congress (1958 to 1961) 

the monopoly section 1 s influence w.as up among the 

ruling classes. Due to this) India decidErl to borrow 

~.2,000 crores, a major share for the Third Plan (1961) 

and to import food grains that cost Rs.60 1 crores from 

u.s.A. Besi::les these.~ foreign private investment was 

allowed to some extent. A major share of private 

investment came from Britain. In 1958 the total book 

value of foreign private investment was Rs.570 crores; 

228 collaborations with foreign monopolies were approved 

by Government of India. The recommendations of 

Agricultural committee were turned down. The fair 

price for the peasants remained the same. 37 

The resolution further said, though the amount 

of foreign capital had increased within the economy 

the nature of the relationship between foreign capital 

-----------1 

37. C.P. Publication, National Dembcratic Front 
.!.9E-~.:!2Eal_~.!!,locratlc- T_2sks,-Newl5eihi: 
Vijayavada, 7 to"i"bApril 1961, pp.4-11. 
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and Indian state did not turn ·into a relation of sub-
. 38 

ordinate, to the imperialists. At the same time the 

resolution said that one section within the ruling clas.s 

has successfully resisted the pressure of imperialists 

and their friends who wanted India to abandon the policy 

of building heavy industries and to weaken the public 
/ 

39 sector. The public sector was built with the help of 

the aid from soviet Russia, which actual~ helped to 

resist the imperialist arrl their agencies. 40 

As it pointed out,the right reactionary forces 

got more grip over the Congress party, therefore, the 

anti-people policies and threat.to independent development 

had come •. so the CPI calle::l for a general United Front 

to defend the progressive foreign policy, public sector, 

secularism and struggle against the anti-people policies. 

This was the ,tactical line. 41 

The'above-said tact1cal:line.which was.called~ 

the •unity and strogg~~ strategy• was challenged by 

38. Ibid., p.S. 

39. Ibid., p.7. 

40. Ibid., pp.3-4. 

41. C.P. Publication, Gu~li~~, p.122. 
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some other members within the CPI itself. Bhupesh 

Gupta, E.M.S. Namboodiripad, Ramamoorti suggested a 

battle against the Congress government as well as the 

rightist parties because it allowed the penetration 

of foreign capital into the Indian economy. P.Co Joshi 

suggested full-fledged co-operation with Congress to 
. . / 42 

fight against the rightist forces. 

Both the lines were rejected. The line based 

on· the principle unity and struggle was finally accepted 

by the party. In the view of Bhupesh Gupta, E.M.s. ..... 

Namboodiripad, Ramamoorti, the. division within the 

Indian bourgeoisie had some common interests. This 

made them to treat Congress party. as a whole. Therefore 

they declined to support Congress completely. On the 

other hand P.C. Joshi considered Congress party as 

progressive force. so he came out in favour of 

complete support. But the official view was that the 

Congress party consisted of two wings. One wing 

represented the anti-imperialist interests·and other 

represented pro-imperialist interests. 

The differences regarding the understanding of 

Indian state surfaced again during the time of 6th 

-----:--
42. Mohan Ram, 2£• cit.,.pp.lll-12. 
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Congress. By this time the problem of the Indo-China 

war was added to it. During the war period, the 

attitude tow.ards the war within the Communist Party 

of India was not unanimous. The official view of CPI 

supported. the policies of the Congress party against 

China during the war period. The official view was 

' based on nationalism. But those members of the party 

who didn•t agree with this position took a stand on 

the basis of principle of proletariate internationalism. 43 

The long term ideological fight found its expression 

during this period and there occurr: ed a split within 

the party. 

43.. For a detailed analysis regarding the attitude 
o£ CPI towards war with China, see Su:Jipto 
Kav iraj, 1'J:52-~El:~~-~!]_!~!:_gom<<U!2~S!_!:f_t2':~~~.!]j:1 
an tlnpublished Ph.D. thesls sub:nitte-:3. in JNU, 
1979o 



CHAPTER III 

CPI PROGRAMME AFTER THE SPLIT 

After the split, the two groups holding right 

and left orientations came to dominate the two parties. 

In 1964 the 7th Congress of the CPI was held in Bombay. 

A new programme was adopted in th~ Congress. The new 

programme was nothing but the summary of the understanding 

of CPI on yarious questions that developed from 1956 

·after the 4th Congress itselfo 

According to the programme, 11 the Indian state is 

the organ of class rule of the national bourgeoisie as 

a whole which upholds, on::i develops capital ism an::i 

~api talist relati'ons of pro::iuction1 distribution and 

exchange in the national economy of India. 111 rtegard ing 

the place of the bourgeoisie in the central gover~~ent 

it said the big bourgeoisie ''vJields considerable 

influence". 2 While commenting on the relations between 
state 

the bour;reoisie and landlords in the capitalistfthe Program-

me observed thdt the national bourgeoisie compromises 

1. New Delhi: 



with the landlords, and admits them in the ministries 

and governmental composition especially at the state 

levels; This facilitates the landlords to hamper the 

adoption and implementation of laws and measures of 

land reforms and further enables them to secure 

concessions at the cost of the peasantry. 3 Though 
/ 

the fourth Party Congress (1956) talked about the 

capitalist leadership in the state, it dict"n.ot clarify 

its views regarding the position of landlords in that. 

4GA 

The Programme of 1964 made it clear that the landlords, 

though they- had a share in the state power at the state 

level, their relation with bourgeoisie has become a 

subordinate relation. 

The CPI was fully convinced that the state in 

India was a capitalist state. As a result it started 

finding all the characteristics of a capitalist state 

in the Indian state. The Programme further said that 

though the state by its character remained as a 

bourgeois-democratic state, it considered this state 

as a historic advance over the imperialist rule on 

this country. The state provided a parliamentary 

3. Jbid., po25. 



democracy ar.d fundamental rights. The constitution 

and the riqhts could be useJ. to defend the interests 

of the people; The parliamentary democracy enabled 

people to fight against the monopoly and landlord 

interests to some extent. The States in India have 

been enjoyirrJ only a limited power; all the power 

was concentrated in the centre itself. The judiciary 

helps only the ruling class & works against the 

exploitei class. The influence of executive has 

4 been more than the other branches of government. 

Re9arding the foreign policy there was no change 

in the programme. The programme said that "the foreign 

policy of India as a whole is a policy 9f peace, non-
' ' 

alignment and anti-colonialism which suits to the 

needs of the· national bourgeoisie and reflects the 
I 

sentiments o~ the people; Though it suffered from 

various influences for a long time now it has changed; 

The capitalist path followed by the National bourgeoisie 

cannot make the people free from the miseries and it 

cannot be capable of following socialist path. 11 The 

programme finally concluded that the state in India 

should be replaced by a government of National 

4. Ibid., pp.25-29o ...----
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Democratic Unity consistin~ of workers, peasants# 

i ntell igentsi a and national bourgeoisie. The stage 

of revolution would be anti-imperialist and anti-

5 feudal. 

While the tactical line remained the same in 

the programme, the strategy had, changed. The earlier 

strategy •people's Democracy• was withdrawn. In 

this new strategy the leadership would be shared by 
I 

the working class as well as the national bourgeoisie. 

In People's Democracy there was no place for the 

bourgeoisie in the leadership. In this strategy the 

bourgeoisie was expected to bring changes in the 

development. ·cPI will assist the bourgeoisie and 

it will correct the bourgeoisie if the bourgeoisie 

fails to do so. 

~vi th this understanding the CPI was moving 

ahead. According to political resolution of the 
. . 

7th Congress held in 1964, there was capitalist-

economic development. This development had taken 

a step ahead in the process of industrialization 

between the 6th Congress and 7th Congress periodo 

During this period Nehru died (1964) and Shastri 

5 • ·Ibid. , pp. 30, 36 o 
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assumed office. The monopoly groups were successful 

in pressurising the government in a retrograde direction. 

Due to the pre~.sures the input of U.s. private capital 

increased; U1c input of socialist oid was reduced. 

The government gave more importance for the production 

in agriculture and consumer goods, production of 

capital goods were given less importance. During this 

period foreign policy of India slowly started moving toward 

west. This vvas new trend. 6 

In these circumstances, the C:PI resolution said 

In the complex situation, the CPI sets itself 
the immediate task of going all-out to 
build ilnd consolidate th() unity of r1ll 
democratic and socialist forces for the 
defeat of right reaction for reversing the 
anti-people policies of the government 
and brino atout a shift to the left. It 
appeals -to all left parties, to all 
proqre s si ve forces and per son ali ties 
inclu:3in':J democratic Congressmen, to 
join together to discharge their sacred, 
national task at this movement of peril 
and rh'omi se. 7 

BetvveGn the 7th and 8th Congrr::sses, in the 

view of the CPI, capitalist economic development 

entered ·into acute crisis. It was believed the 

6. lbid., ~p.63-67 

7. lbij., pp.76-77 



whole crisis was the result of the influence of the 

monopoly groups on the state and its policies. The 

above-said influence not only spoiled the internal 

economy it made a negative impe.ct::t on the activities 
I 

of the state, in the international arena. 

Due to the crisis and the anti-people policies 
/ 

of the state, in the next elections, Congress Party 

lost power in many state assemblies. In nine states, 

non-Congress parties assumed office. Some of the 

parties, according to CPI had right reactionary 

fharacter i.e. Swatantra and Jana Sangho 

Since the non-Congress parties were in state 

governments, the CPI decided to oppose the Congress 

policies independently. Earlier CPI used to join 

with •anti-imperialist forces' within Congress to 

oppose the monopoly bourgeoisie. Since the strength 

of the non-Congress parties i,ncreased, the party 
I 

i 
stood alone in accomplishing ,the task. 

The CPI called for a common democratic platform, 

as an alternative to Congress, to battle against 

the counter offensive of reactionary forces and 

the policies of Congress government. The CPI put 

forward a six point programme: 

·ta) defence of democracy, 
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(b) fight to protect the non-Congress 
government, 

(c) defence of national sovereignty, 

(d)· struggle for national integration, 

{e) struggle for land reforms and wages, and 

{f) non-alig·nment. 

,, . 
To escape from the crisis the ruling class took 

some economic measures~ the political resolution 

of 9th Congress said. They were the nationalization 

of banks, the rise in trade relations with socialist 

51 

countries, the reduction of concess1ons to the foreiqn 

monopolies, refusal to the monopolists' request to 

implement wage freeze and linking produc·tion and 

8 salary. 

The very measures, and the follovJing reasons 

contributed to the split within the congress party.Cf 

The other reasons besi~es the economic policies 

were the radicalization of the masses and their 

affiliation tmvards the left, the rise of other 

parties and caph.ning of pO\..Jer in the states, the 

s. 

9. 



development of the medium and smalJ bourgeoisie and 

kulak economy, the conflict between rich peasant, 
one 

small and medium bourgeoisie on theLside and big 

bourgeoisie feudal interests on the other side, the 

realization of the need of the broad democratic forces 

among the smalJ, medium and rich peasants, and.the 

popular hate against the pressure of America and its 

10 tactics. The political resolution said, that the 

split as a whole occurred within the Congress party 

due to the conflict of interests between the pro-

imperialist and anti-imperialist forces. The pro-

irnper iali st group departed from Congress and formed 

a syndicate group. The resolution said, due to the 

departure of the pro-monopolist forces from Congress, 

the non-monopoly and progressive forces became strong 

d 
. , 11' an more 1n numDer. 

In this national context, the CPI called for 
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a 'Left and Democratic Unity'. The political resolution 

siiid that this unity could not be possible without 

Congress. The concept of anti-Congressism would no 

longer be meanir;:gful after the split. The right 

reactionary forces c~n. "t\ot be defeated without the 

10 • _!]?id • 1 P • 212 • 

11. Ibi~., p.219o 



Congress. The basic aim of left and democratic unity 

was to carry out mass movements to struggle against 

imperialism, monopoly capitalism and feudalism to 

bring structural changes within the economy. The 

. unity will be based on common actions on issues like 

anti-imperialism, war and com11unalism. 12 

During the period between the 9th Congress and 

10th Congress the attitude of CPI towards the Congress 

remained almost same. 

In 1974 the Bihar movement led by J.P. Narayan 

developed as a re·sponse to the crisis that developed 

in the country. The movement further intensified due 

to the following events. First, the refusal of Indira 

Gandhi to resign from office, after the Allahabad High 

Court declared her election victory as invalid (12 

June 1975). The second incident was the victory of 
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the Janata Front in the Gujarat State Assembly elections. 

The attitude of the CPI towards the J.P. Movement 

was hostile. It characterised the movement as 'fascist• 

movement. The Political Review Report said that "the 

reactionary, Hindu communal and fascist forces 

. rallied under the banner of JP Is so called total 

12. . Ibid. 
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.. 

revolution". It further alleged that the movement 

tried to utilise the mass discontent to capture political 

13 power. 

The perception on JP movement had a relation 

with the CPI 1 s assessment of the Congress rule. Since 

CPI perceived the Congress rule as the rule of national 
was / 

bourgeoisie whichLcommi tted to independent development, 

the very opposition of Congress rule by J.P. was 

perceived as an obstacle to the development. So its 

inception was hostile to that. 

Follo,-.~ing these incidents, the emergency was 

impos€0 throughout the country. The attitude of CPI 

t·owards the emergency dic:i not remain the same over 

ti meo It changed in the post emergency p(!>...r iod. The 

CPI thought that the emergency was imposed to meet 

the Bihar based •total revolution'. Since the party 

considered J.P. movement as a reactionary movement 

it supported that, though the ·state machinery came 

to the streets and restricted all the acti.vi ties of 

the people, like the British raj, throughout the 

country. It justified emergency by the action taken 

by the state against a few black marketeers, and so 



called 20-point prograrrme. The party justified 

emergency because the state speed up the bureaucracy, 

but it di..d. not give any a-ttention that the state became 

a class above all the classes in India. 

Later it felt that emergency was wrong. The 

state implemented D.A. freeze and Compulsory Deposit 
/ 

Scheme, curbed the trade union activities. It imple-

mented compulsory sterilization programme to meet the 

conditions of the I.M.F. It gave concessions to the 

1 . t 14 monopo 1s s. 

Though it had awareness regarding the issues 

during the later period of emergency, it didndt. come 

out with ahy statement because CPI was also one of 

the victims of emergency. 

In the post emergency period, its attitude 

towards the emergency became different. The CPI 

felt the support given to emergency was "wrong". 

According to CPI emergency was brought by the ruling 

class to. overcome the crisis that developed due to 

the adaptation of the capitalist path of development. 

The another aim of the state was to change the form 

of government from parliamentary form to presidential 

------
14. }bid., pp.54-59o 



form of government. The third aim was to make Sanj ay 

_Gandhi as a leader, after Indira Gandhi~ 5 But this 

realization was too late. 

st 

The CPI learned some lessons from the emergency. 

It understood that all the parties that opposed Indira 

Gandhi were not fascist parties. It understood that 

the split in the Congress party vJa.s not a split between 

the pro-monopoly and anti-monopoly as it conceived 

earlier. It understood that the so called progressive 

policy can be safeguarded only if there is any prog-

. d . 1" 16 res.s1ve omest1c po 1cy. -

While it realised that the branding of opposition 

parties as "fascist-" was wrong, it did Y\ol see any 

fascist element in the actions of the state during 

the emergency period. The new understanding it 

reached in this period made an impact in its tactical 

line. 

In 19 Tl the Janata party carne to pO\ver. According 

to CPI,the Janata party was nothing but a combine of 

contradictory forces i.e. forces of secularism~ 

communa1ism, forces of anti-imperialism, neo-colonialism 

-----------
15 • Ibid • , p • 5 5 • 

16. . .H?-!:2 ., PP .64-69 .. 



and forces participated in freedom struggle and those 

who did. no-t ~ake part in the struggle were present 

inside the party. The party did not have any uniform 

economic policy. According to the party, the economic 

crisis was due to industrialization and excessive 

mechanization. The budget introduced by Janata Party 

was the worst budget in the post independence period. 

It wanted to be away with the planned economic develoP-

ment, public sector, self-reliance and industrial and 
' 17 scientific development. 

The economic policies of Janata Government 

wuc! based on the notions of Gandhian Socialism which 

aimed at political and economic decentralization. In 

the name of deCentralization, the government wanted to 

hand over the public sector to the private monopolists. 

ultimately t\1e policies were in tune with. the line 
i . • 

advocated byJthe world Bank and the IMF for third 
I 

world. To r~alise this goal {do away with public 
I 

sector) it gave "priority" to small scale industries 

to undermine the importance of public sector. FERA 

was strictly enforced only in consumer goods whereas 
I 

in capital g00ds areas it was not strictly enforced. 18 
J 

17. Ibid., pp. 26-3 3 • . 
18. 1£.!.9:•1 pp.25-28o 
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The resolution further said that the Janata 

party • s policies as a whole represented the needs of 

a _segment of the bourgeoisie which was the junior 

partner of the foreign monopolies. In rural sector 

the policies vvere aimed for the promotion of big land-

lords and rich peasants. The resolution concluded that 

the Janata party's policies were nothing but the 

policies of Indian big bourgeoisie and landlords 

which tried to resolve the crisis by transferring 

the burdens to common people.· The economic policies 

as a whole consisted of the worst features of the 

. 19 
Congress reg1me. 

During the Janata period, the political resolution 

said, there was a clear-cut move towards the west. 

This can be seen in the attempts of the Janata party 

to play down the U.s. moves in the Indian Ocean. 

Another important development was equaling the USSR, 

the camp' of peace with the u.s., the camp of war. As 

a whole there was a pro-western tilt in the foreign 

1 . 20 
po 1cy • 

1 9 • .!..5:?..:!:~ .• , p • 3 0 • 



The Janata government in the opinion of CPI, 

was comparatively worse than the Congress rule. The 

opinion of CPI was based on its assessment of the 

economic policies of Janata party. The CPI did not 

say anythinq or ctc..d not take into consideration the 

Janata government mode of political activity. In 

fact Janata government was less oppressive than the 

previous rule. The CPI, rightly saw the forces within 
<VI-.id' and 

the Jahata Lhad contradictory character, Lafter assuming 

the office it acted according to the needs of the 

system. 

After making a thorough assessment on the nature 

of the state,. the political resolution said, that the 

whole state of economic crisis was due to the capitalist 

path chosen by the bourgeoisie and no bourgeoisie party 
I 

I . • in the cou~try could brlng the country out of the 

cr'isis and save people from the danger of authori-

tarianism and destruction of democratic rights. A 

Left and Democratic Alternative can alone save the 

country from the crisis. From this perspective the 

CPI developed a new tactical line i.e. to fight 

against the anti-national and anti-democratic policies 

of Janata as well as Congress party. 21 

21. Ibid., p.35. 



6.1) 

The tactical "line it developed was a radical 

break from the line it had followed for more than one 

decade. Here the tactical line was similar to CPI (M) •s, 

though the parties have different strategical aims. 

The various forces in Janata that joined together 

against the oppressive emergency in 1975, could not 

overc orne their differences in due course, which 

divided the Janata into many parties. Indira Gandhi 

assumed office again in 1980. During her second 

coming the country remained in crisis. To overcome 
I 

the crisis the state adopted a new industrial policyl1980). 

The new in:lustrial policy undermined the importance of 

the public sector. Import of capltal was encouraged. 

I.M.F. and 1/orld Sank investment increased. The 

budget it introduced and the 6th draft plan were 

based on the' new industrial policy. In this budget, 

burdens ·,vere transferred to the people. Hundred 

I . 
per cent exp\)rt oriented industries v~ere encouraged. 

The economicipolicy, as a whole, can be called as 
.; 

11retrograde 11 policies, the CPI said. 22 

In the realm of international relations, the 

foreign policy remained a ·forei9n policy of peace 

and non-alignment. •rhe new government had improved 

22. Documents of the TWelfth Congress of the CPI, 
N"ewi5e1hl: c. P. -"PUblica ti an:--1982-;-!)p. 45::"57: 



the relations with soviet Russia. It had emphasise-:1 

the ur-:3ent need to resume detente, voiced its prob3s t 

against arms race, supported PLO arri ot~er Asian 

liberation countries., defenJ.ed the demand of new 

international economic order for the third world 

countries. The state took a realistic position on 

Afghanistan, Vietnam, Kampuchea' and West Asia. These 

h . . . f . 1' 23 were t. e pos1 ti ve steps ln ore1gn po ley. However 

another trend also came up within the ruling party. 

It advocated the 11Superpower'' theory. This theory 

equated the Socialist Russia, with u.s.A., the camp 

of war. There were vacillations, inconsistency and. 

weakness in the foreign policy due to its bourgeoisie 

character of the s~ate. 24 

In this situation, where the economic crisis 

had reached a point where~ it affected the political 

stability, the CPI said, that by replacing the 

bourgeoisie state vJith de:nocratic national alternatJ.ve 

was the only way to come out of the crisis. 25 

To realise this goal the CPI said that the 
/ 

party will fight all the anti-people and anti-national 

23. !bi~., ppo52-5 3. 

24. _rbi~. 1 Po5 3. 

25. IbJ:·~. I p. 72. 



policies of the state. While fighting against the 

state policies, it will fight against the right 

. 26 reactionary partles also. 

In 1984, Rajiv Gandhi, came to power after the 

assassina-tion of Indira Gandhi. It is too early to 

assess the character ani its various features of the 
/ 

state and government headeJ by Raj iv Gandhi. An 

attempt was made by the CPI, National Council. Acco~ling 

to its perc·eption "the basic features of the economic 

policy of the Rajiv Gardhi government are a progressive 

lifting of the controls and regulations on the economy, 

raising the asset limits of the monopoly houses, 

squeezing and downgrading the public sector, privati-

sation of in:iustry and services, substantial rer~uction 

in direct taxes on corporate and personal income, 

concessions in indirect taxes on luxury consumer 

goods, liberalisation of imports of manufactures as 

well as capital goods_relaxation of controls on the 

import of technology, more and more open door policy 

. l . ..27 to transnat~ona corporat~ons. 

2 6 • 1!.? i d • 1 p • 8 5 • 

27. Draft Review of National and International 
Q~ve1oEment~ si.!_l~e the v§r'aE~~± £~.£.!£s;ofi3-f:es~, 
Adopted by the National Counci~meetlng on 18th 

.December, 1985, New Delhi: C.P. Publication, p.14. 



The importance of public sector is being reduced. 

Investment during this period was 1, 54,000 crore s 

which was less than the private sector. Besides this 

private sector was allo\1\Bd to ent~r into core sectors 

lilie steel, minerals and oil. Delicensing of 25 indus

tries will do more harm to public sector. 28 

government 
The f m-eign policy of the new/ strenqthened the - -

movement for peace by conducting international conferences. 

The sta.te voice against the Apartheid in South Africa, 

and struggled for the New International Economic Order 

for third world countries. 29 In this situation, the 

party, would (jive its support to the progressive 

features of foreign policy of the state. While it 

wants to give support to the accords (Punjab & Assam) 

it wants to oppose all the anti-people policies. There 

is no major change in the tactical line of the CP I 

from the policy it followed in the period of Indira 

Gandhi's rule since 1980. 

28. Ibid., p.l5 

29. Ibi.Q., pp.7-10 



CH APTE:<. I V 

CPI (!.!J) VIEW OF T:-1E I J'.DIAN STATE 

The year 19G4 saw another Communist party, 

Comrnunis·t Part·.r of India {Marxist) enter into the .l 

political arena to defend the interests of working 

and other oppressed classes. 1 Diverse opinions and 
I 

analysis were offered by scho~ars and historians as 
. I 

I 

to the cause for the split {1r64) in the communist 

movement and consequently the' emergence of the new 

1 
party. 

1. {a) In the opinion of Bhabani Sen Gupta, the 
split occurred due to the personal differences 
among the leaders like caste and age. He ~q~ 
secondary importance to the split in the inter
national communist movement for a detail analvsis: 
Bhabani sen Gupta, Communism in Indian Politics, 
Ne\., York: colombia univ": Press,-1972;-pp:"Gs-Too. 

(b) In the analysis of Alan D. Jay arrl Henry w. 
Degenhardt, the split occurred due to the attitude 
of the CPI members over Congress party and On 
Sino-Irdian conflict. Alan D. Jay and Henry w. 
Wegnhardt, Political Parties of the World, Delhi: 
Longman, 1 ·)eo;--p:156 .--------------

(c) According to Harikri shan Singh Surj eet and 
E.t1.·3. Namboodiripad, the split was the culmi
nation of the long inner party struggle regarding 
the attitude over the ruling party. Harikr is han 
Singh Surjeet, "CPI-CP (M) differences" in Peo,ele'E 
Q~~~~~~ New Delhi, Octo 20, 1985, po2. 

(d) I~radeep Sinha held that the CPI {M) does 
not have any consistent stand on the split. She 
·further said, earlier CPI {M) leader E. M.S. 
Namboodiripad had stated that the split occurr-ed 

contd ••• 



The split occurred due to the differences in 

comprehending the political reality that prevailed in 

India since the period of independence. .Although the 

differences vJithin the party came to surface in 

1964, it dev~lopej on the basis of different views on 
i 

earlier polijt:ical history, which was, at least partly, 

65: ~ 

responsible for :the split. One of the major ideological 

difference in the undivided CPI vJas the understanding 

on the nature of the state in India. 

What is the perception of the CPI(M) regarding 

the question? It is necessary to start with the views 

of CPI :(M) on development since the pre-colonial period 0 

The economy in the pre-colonial period, according 

2 to CPI {M) can be characterised as "pre-capitalist economy" 

2. 

contd ••• 
not because of ideological questions. Recently 
they changed their stand. Now the.!:jsay it was due 
to ideology I ndradeep si nha, "Marxism-Leninism 
ard CPI (r-1) Leaders" in CP!..:_~.§!.E~gle fc;>.E....£9~~ st 
Uhi tv, New Delhi: C.P. :Publication, 1985, p.9. 
--...:;.4. I 

(e) According to Sudipto Kav iraj 1 the split was 
due to the ideological differences in uriler
standing the political reality but it found 
expression d.uring the -t;:ime of Indo-China war 
1962 and after. For a detailed discussion regard
ing the split, see sudipto Kaviraj, !he .§Ell!_~~ 
the Communist Movement,.ut.unpubli shed Ph. D. thesis 
s"LiSmTtted to JNU:-rf§79) I pp. s 6 2.-79. 



This statement does not make it clear what sort of 

economy it was exactly; whether it was feudal or 

natural economy. After the establishment of colonial 

state in India, the state "superimposed" capitalist 

3 relations on the "pre-capitalist economy "• There 
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started the process of accomplishing 'its "double 

mission 11
• ·The state destroyed tri'e village communities, 

4 
and it laid the foundation for a new economy. The 

capitalism introduced by the colonial state had a 

different character from the capitalism that developed 

in France, Germany and Uni te::i Ki ngdlom. The forces 

within the society gave rise to the capitalist develop-

ment in France, Germany and united Kingdom, whereas in 

the colonial country (India) capitalism was imposed 

from the above, by an alien power. colonial capitalism 

developed another feature also. The colonial capitalist 

development was limited to o,nly some areas of production 

like sugar, cement and textile, but the stage of 

development was slightly more than other colonies 

5 
under the British empire. The capitalist development 

3 • I b l~ . I p • 3 2 • 

4. E .M.S. Namboodir ipad, "Marx on India" in The 
~~~istr vol.r, New Delhi, July-Sept, 1983"';
·p. 11. 

s. ,CPt(M) PGblication, Pro!ramm~-~f the Co~~Eis! 
~.E!Y_ (Marx_!stl, New De hi, 1979, p.4. 



was introduced by the colonial state during the time 

of war {World War I) to meet the requirements of the 

war as well as their homeland. In the process 

contradiction developed between the native capitalists 

and the colonial state. 

During the pre-independence period t~e_ bourgeoisie 

mobilised the people against the colonial state, through 

this the bourgeoisie was able to get some concessions. 

By this,way he compromised also.
6 

The capitalist development that was taking place 

in the imperialist countries gave rise to newer contra-

die tions; (i.e., between the different national states 

in Europe) were later resolved through World war. 

British imperialism was a major participant in the 

war and she lost many colonies. Coupled with the 

massive upsurges, the war took Britain to a relatively 

weak position. 

Due to its weakness, imperialism found difficult 

to maintain the colonial state. Within the country 

mass struggle reached ~ new stage. In this context, 

the bourgeoisie - who were afraid of mass struggle -

reached a "settlement with the imperialism. As a part 
I 

6 • ibid • , ' p. 5 • 
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of the settlement political power was "transferred" 

to India and Pakistan in 1947. Since then in India 

7 
the big bourgeoisie heads the state. The programme 

of CPI{M) observes silence on two issues. First on 

the creation of Pakistan, second on the role of 

landlords during the freedom struggle. 

After the big bourgeoisie got the state pov1er, 

toe state tr~ed to build capitalism. The State which 

used. a numbe, of .tools to shape the development, 

represented tihe monopoly bourgeoisie and landlords 
I 
I 

interests. 

Planning does no·t have any relation with socialist 

ideology as is usually been propagated. The Five 

Year Plans depended upon the motive of the capitalists 

for industrialization. In addition to budgetary 

policies, taxation and the price policies haVebeen 

7. 

8. 

!Eid. I p. 1. I 
I 

E .M.s. Namboodiripad, "'~hirty Five Years of 
Indian Planning", The Ma,rxist, New Delhi, 
July-Sept 1984, p.31:---~-----
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s~ing the needs of the exploiting class.9 

The very bdsis of the public sec tor, according 

to the CPI {M), was directed to help the cap.i talist 

development. Public sector was started only in heavy 

industries and machine building industry. It was 

limited to that, w-ithout which industrialization 

would not have been possible. Besides these Life 
/ 

Insurance ~orporation, Special cred.it institutions, 

National Development Corporations, Banks and Industrial 
I 

Finances Corporations were set up to mobilise the 

capital for_ the exploiting class. 10 The CPI's 

perception on these questions was totally different 

from CPI (M) • s percept ion on these .important issues 

of Indian political economy. It said that "The state 

sector contributed •• o to the weakening of the grip 

of foreign monopoly capital and to a certain extent 

the Indian monopolies". 11 While CPI (M) perceives 

the relation of public sector to the capitalists as 

a totally cooperative one, the CPI percej_ves it as a 

9. CPI {M) Programme, p. 6. 

11. 
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mechanism to control the foreign and Indian monopolies. 

According to CPI {M) in the agriculture sector 

the state took a lot of significant measures. It 

enacted the Zamindari abolition. This law had some 

provisions which helped the landlords to keep vast 

lands in the name of 'Sir, Khudkasht' or 'Pannai' 

lands; Ceiling lcws were passed to supplement this 

first wave of legislations. This law only helped the 

landlords to transfer the lands into fictitious names. 

The tenancy laws came after this. The ~~nancy laws 

did not help the peasant to fix the rent. The three 

laws helped the landlord in removing the peasants 

from the lands. The landlords were - in addition to 

all these - given loans, grants to enable them to 

purchase oi 1 engines, sinking tube-well motors, good 

quality of oil and fertilizers. 11a 

The CPI {M) programme further said that landless 

labourers and peasants were refused the wastelands. 

Those who occupiE-D the wastelands were revJarded with 

penal ties. The minimum wages act did n.ot take full 

account of the wage system that exists in the country

side. The wages fixed by the state in some states 

was less than the usual wages that th~ peasants were 

getting. In some places the wages fixed by the 

11a. CPI (:J1.) Programme, pp.13-15. 
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Government, was a little higher. In these places the 

1 1 ° 1 t , 12 aw was not proper y lmp ernen ea.. In contrast to 

this view, in the opinion of CPI, the land reforms & 

the other measures had "substantially curbed the feudal 

vested interests". 13 Here CPI had taken the land holdings 

as an indicator to measure the impact of land reforms 

whereas CPI{M) had taken the production relations as a 

pointer to measure the impact of land reforms that 

implemented by the state. Any true assessment~ however, 

should. be based on the both aspects. 

According to the programme of CPI '(M) the behaviour 

of Indian state in ·the international arena has been 

nothing but the reflection or the outcome of the domestic 

policies. Foreign policy reflects the class character 

14 of the Government. The model suggested in the programme 

explains how the ruling class interests are manifested 

in the foreig_n policy in the final analysis. Sometimes 

the state has to accommodate the people's interests in 
Clq,!>S 

the context of~struggle. 

12. Ibid. 

13. .fPI PE_9_9Eamrr~, p.19 o 

14. fPijM)_Ef2gf~~~' pp.18-21. 



The programme said that there are three phases 

in the foreign policy of India. During the first 

period - in the initial period after independence ~ 

the state developed closer relation with imperialism 

to get help for its developmental needs. Due to this 

it favoured imperialism by taking moderate stands in 

the international arena. This can be seen ~o~ 
,, 

, allowing camps on Irrlian soil for the recruitment 

by the imperialists for the suppression of the Malayan 

war of irrlependence, the granting of facilities for 

the French imperialists' plans on Indian bases on their 

·way to fight against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, 

the sending of help even though nominal medical aid to 

the American troops in Korea •• and the resolution 

15 bran:ii ng ~orth Korea as (~ressor. •• 

In the second phase the Indian state developed 

relations with Soviet Russia for her domestic needs 

within the country. The foreign policy of India also 

reflectE-d some changes. The relation it developed 

with soviet Russia, though it had links with its 

domestic policies, objectively conferred upon it an 

anti-imperialist character. So CPI {M) maintained 
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that during the second phase it had an anti-llT1peria-

list char2cter. It saw that anti-imperialist content 

in the following behaviour of Indian state in 

international arena. "'Indio'~· role in the conclusion 

of peace in Korea, its participation and active 

role in the Geneva Conference for the conclusion 

of the agreements of Vietnam, L~o s and Comb odi a, 

with signing of the Sino-India Treaty on Tibet 

embodying the five principles of peaceful coexist-

ence, and its role in the Bandung Conference of, 

Afro-Asian Countries."' 16 . 

73 

During the third phase, the anti-imperialist con-

tent dllT1inished. This can be seen in its '11 role in Congo, 

its refusal to recognise the Algerian provincial govt., 

its refusal to take a forthright firm stand _ wv several 

anti-colonial is~,ues, the equivoct::J. TO]G <;<:: ;: Chairman 

of the Intsrn.::.tioflal Cornmi~.sion in Vietnam as in Laos, 

its stand and the Belgrade Conference of _non-aligned 

---------------

16. Ib j.d,_, P. 20 
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powers in 1961 which put India in opposition to most 
/ 

of the Afro-Asian countries, its role in the recent 

Cairo Conference. of non-aligned states and its approving 

recognition of imperialist inspired Malaysia. n 17 

In the assessment of CPI the foreign policy of 

India is "a policy of peace non-alignment and anti-
- I 

colonialism. n 18 It considers non-alignment and anti-

colonialism as its ,dominant aspects. According to 

CPI(M) the state is led by the big bourgeoisie. What 

is the character of the bourgeoisie? The bourgeoisie 

has dual character in relation with imperialism. The 

whole character of the relation between the two can 

be called a love and hate relation, i.e. collaboration 

d . t• 19 an opposl lon. The two aspects - collaboration and 

opposition - occur in two different realms. The former 

developed in the very production process itself when 

the bourgeoisie asked for technology, machinery and 

capital. The latter developed in the process· of 

distribution (selling) while competing for-control 

over the national market. 

17. Ibid., p.2o. 

18. CPI Programme, p.33. 

19. f:PI{M) Progranrne, p.S. 
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The relation between the bourgeoisie and feuda-

lists also has two elements, i.e. opposition and 

collaboration. Though the bourgeoisie has contradiction 

with feuda:l interests inp-t.bduction process itself• 

the bourgeoisie collaborates· with and tries to settle 

the prOblem by "pressure, COmprOmiSe and bargain II • 
20 

The landlords and the bourgeoisie are structurally 

contradictory to each other. The collaboration developed 

due to the opposition from the radical masses who 

challenge them both. 

What is the nature of the Iridependence that 

India got in 1947? CPI(M) approach to the question 

of independence was very different from the CPI's. 

They conceived independence as a long arrl continuous 

process. Besides this they will not accept the 

distinction between formal and real i rrlependence. 

CPI{M) believes, that the independence will be determined 

by the character of the bourgeoisie,its path of develop-

21 ment, and its political strength. To CPI, India is 

an independent country. It took its position on the 

20. Ibid. 

21. E.M.S. Namboodiripad, !~~PrEg~~ExplaiEed, 
Delhi: CPI (M) Publication, pp.10-12. 



basis of its external situation, and the absence of 

the direct colonial rule within the country. CPI (M) 

position gave more emphasis to the internal economic 

reality1 rather than the political situationo 

When the bourgeoisie got state power they made 

the central government very strop9 with more powers 

though it adopted a broadly fe.de((a..L set up. All the 

state governments have been increasingly depending on 

the centre •. Even for the reorganization of states on 

the basis of language, there was lot of resistance from 

the bourgeoisie. Ultimately,the government agreed to 

reorganise the states on the basis of language/in 

face of the popular struggle. The underlying thing 

in this political conflict was the contradiction 

between the monopoly bourgeoisie at the national level 

and the regional bourgeoisie at the state level. This 

contradiction is reflected in the political realms, in 

th d . ff. 1 . . t t t 1 t. 22 e ~ · ~cu t~es ~n cen re-s a ere a ~ons. 

The Indian state is a form of "bourgeoisie 

democracy" says CPI (M) programme. After attaining 

power the bourgeoisie developed a constitutional-legal 

76 

structure; Though the Constitution gives some fundamental 

rights to people, the people would r1.0t _ be allowed to 

-------r---------
22. Ibi~., p. 23. 
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enjoy the rights while they struggle against the state. 

Freedom of assembly is denied to the workers under the 

section 144 of the Criminal Code. Besides these~ 

Preventive Detention Act, provisions of emergency 

etc. serve the purpose of the bourgeoisie. The parlia-

mentary system represents the policies and economies 

d h f h . 1'1 d . t 2 3 an t e power o- t e economlca y omlnan • 

CPI(M) understands the rights given by the 

bourgeoisie constitution are limited; It ca..rtnotgive 

rights beyond its structural limitations, which will 

shake the foundations of the bourgeoisie society. 

When political power was transferred to the 

big bourgeoisie, the first stage of Indian revolution, 

directed against the imperialist rule came tou..11.end. 

After that
1
the bourgeoisie failed to complete the 

task of the Indian revolution. A second stage of 

revolution is demanded, which has to be completed 

by the ~orJr..i ng class. This revolution will be the 

"second 11
, "agrarian 11 anti-feudal, anti-imperialist, 

anti-monopoly and democratic in character. The people 1 s 

democratic revolution will be done under the leadership 

of working class. The peasantry will be the main 

23. !~id., pp.25-27. 
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ally. National bourgeoisie who does n..crl". have links 

with the foreign monopolies can be admitted in the 

1 
. 24 revo ut1on. 

The tactical line will be combiningboth methods 

i.e. politics from the above {parliamentary forms) 

and politics from below !non-parliamentary forms). 

The unified CPI had adopted the 1951 tactical line. 

When it adopted it the party had not solved the problem 

of the relati.on between armed struggle arrl parliamentary 

'of 
form"struggle. While commenting on the tactical 

line Bhabani Sen Gupta said, on the question of 

violence, C::PI (M) did not have a "clear cut" and 

"unequivocal" position and di~ not differ from the 

CPI's position set forth by Adhikari at the Calcutta 

25 Congress. 

The CPI (M) evaluated the role of the state in 

the economy as a whole; The seventh Congress resolution 

· said that the Congress party continued its attempt to 

24. lbi~., pp.41-43. The strategy of CPI(M) according 
to Shibdas Ghosh doesn't have any fundamental 
difference from CPIJ The differences are only 
in tactical.Shibdas Ghosh, Why~SUCI is_!he Enly 
Genuine Communist Par_!:y_2:.£...!ndl~, caTCutta, 1982, 
p. 46. 

25. Bhabani sen Gupta, CPI {M) • s Promises, Pros_Eec ts 
2E~Proble~, New De1n~;-pp:40=41-.-------- ----



' build capitalism in this country. The Fourth Five 

Year Plan was drafted to accelerate the process of 

capitalism. The U.S. aid· value Rs. 2, 000 crores and 

l~s.2,500 croces u.s. lo•~ms were allo\>Jed by the stab=! 

to realise this. The whole way of building capitalism 

1 ...:] d th ..... . t t f ' ' 26 
· anue - .e s~.-ate 1nto a s· a ·e o · crlsls. 

During this perioJ the state gave some financial 

concessions to the capitalists. They were allov.;ed Jco 

take more profit from their concerns because the rate 

of depreciation, the rate of paid up working capital 

were increasei: After deducting the above-said i terns 

from the surplus, the c api tali st can give 40% profit 

to the workers as bonus. The state had imposed. a 

ceiling on the bonus, i.e. the bonus should not go 

beyond 20% ~f their (workers') inc~ne. In agriculture 

the government failed to give fair price to the product 

of peasants and refuse] to ·ta.ke over the wholesale 

trade in food surplus which ul timatelv would help 
. I • . . 

the landlords, middlemen linked with the state. The 

li ' h 1 t . b t l f ~.1 • • 2 7 po · c1es dS a w o e con r1 u ~ to a o~ crlsls. 

---~--·----------

26. CPI (1-1) Publication, On_ th~-~2-~Js~-~£ ~l]~_f_§£~Y 
in the Present Situation, Trivandrum, 1969 1 
PP :1:1·r:----------------

27. !bi~., pp.23-27. 
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Any fight against the state depends upon the ali9nment 

of the class forces within the society. According to 

the Resolution, there was a factional fi9ht within the 

Congress party ~and a 'section of thr~ ,Jana Sangh and 

Swatantra party had joined with Congress since it 

declared its move towards socialism•. The Avadhi 

Socialism not only attracted the above-me!1tioned, it 

attracted a section of PSP and CPI as well. As a 

result the CPI, with its class collaborationist policies, 

joined the Congress. The remaining PSP and Socialist 

. d . . 28 party were 1n ec1s1ve. 

At this juncture the CPI (H), though it found 

itself isolated, wanted to fight against the anti

people policies and put forward the following demands: 

banning of food grain trade and establishment of 

monopoly of state in the same; 16 oz food per adult 

per day at reasonable price, opening up fair price 

shops and guarantee for supply and popular committees 

to supervise the shops, Nationalization of ·banks, 

scrapping up the concessions given to capitalists, 

10% bonus for all workers in all industries including 

semi and government departments, scrapping up the 

2 8 • Ibid • , p .11 • ---
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ceiling imposed upon the workers and payment of bonus 

. . l . 1 t 29 
ln slng e lnsta men • The CPI(M) faced the state 

and fought for· iminediate goals as ·well as the long-

term goals simultaneouslyo 

The Seventh Congress of the Party (1964) adopted 

the party programme, tactical line and the political 

resolution only.. It dicl no+ ·. adopt any document on 

international ideological positions, rather it postponed 

the discussions on the ideological questions. After 

the party Congress between 1965 to 1966, most of the 

leaders and leading cadres were arrestEd arrl were in 

jail under charges of conspiracy and armed struggle 

to overthrow the government. These leaders and 

cadres were released in February 1967 on the eve of 

.the general elections. The party had to respond to 

the situation. It participated in the election. In 

1967 March,the party in coalition with other left 
I 

parties formed the United Front ministries in Kerala 

and west Bengal. The party in 1967 May adopted one 
(rYl 

resolution ""the new situation and the party • s tasks" 

to cope with the changed poli±dcal environment. The 

party•s very participation in the election process 

became the indicator of the future course. 

29. ~bid., pp.25-29o 



Ire 1967, a Party c.c. resolution {the new 

situation and the party's tasks) said, that the country 

was in serious crisis. The economic crisis in India 

was entirely ~ifferent from the crisis that occurred 

in the West periodically. It was the result of the 

centrad iction between the productive forces and the 

outmoded prcx1uction relations and the same crisis 

was reflected in politics. Due to the crisis/in the 

election Congress ministries were replaced in various 

states. The states were Tamilnadu, Punjab, Orissa, 

west Bengal, Kerala, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Haryana. 

Keeping in mind all these developments the resolution 

said that a new situation had developed. So the party 

had to reappraise and reorient its policies to the new 

developments. After a detailed study of the situation, 

the CPI {M) came out with an analysis. The analysis 

classified all the non-Congress governments into four 

categories on the bas is of the parties • prograrnmes, 

policies an~ the class character. The D.M.K. in 

Tamilnadu came under the first category. The United 

Front governments in West Bengal and Kerala came under 

second category. under third group
1
the governments of 

Bihar arrl Punjab Cq.m.e The Orissa, Haryana & U.P. 

30 state governments came urr:ier the last category. 

. . ----------------
30. Ibid., p.71. 
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In Madras, CPI (I1) decided to give support to the 

government headed by D.M.K. because the government 

was first opposed to the ruling power in the centre 

and, second, ,the presence of the working class party 

in the state was weak. The governments in Bihar and 

Punjab in the opinion. of CPI(M) were basically democratic 
/ 

and non-Congress. So CPI {M) decided to support them 

also. The question of support dicll\ot arise regarding 

the governments in U.P., Orissa and Haryana, since 

they were headed by right reactionary forces. In west 

Bengal and Kerala the left parties together participated 

in the government so it decided to support that. In 

West Bengal and Kerala the party said it will try to 

implement some measures for the welfare of the people. 

In rest of the states, the party will study all the 

policies of the state. The anti-policies will be 

exposed. The same thing will be done at the national 

leve1.
31 

Though the CPI(M) wanted to fight against 

the anti-people policies of the government,· it could 

not do so successfully because the presence of the 

worY~ng class was very small. As a whole the response 

was very feeble in the states where the CPI (M) cl fcl not 

enjoy po-yJer • 

. 
31. Ibid., pp.72-75. 
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As it w·as known that CPI (i1) participated in the 

governments in Kerala and West Bengal; what was their 

view regarding the participation in the state? They 

perceived the parttcipation in the U.F. governrnents 

as instruments of struggle in the hands of people to 

give relief to the people. Yet the CPI(M) was not 

sure,the amount.of relief that will give to the people 

84 

in the long run •32 In short, one can accept participation 

in government as a tactical move. But in CPI(M) in 

the long run, this process became an increasingly 

dominant political form. Further
1
this tactical line 

is in the process of becoming a strategical line, as 

happened in the case of the CPI, long age. 

Since the adop ::::tion of the tactical 1 ine in 

1964, which gave importance to the parliamentary, 

struggle
1

some members were not happy about this new 

development in the party line. Charu Mazumdar, the 

secretary of Darjeeling District Committee of the 

CPI (M) was one among themo He believed that Chinese 

path was the path of revolution in India. In 196 7 

under his and Darjeeling Committee's initiative 

struggles started within that area. -The culminatic.n 

was Naxalbari, which was later crushed by the United 

Front minis try. 
-------·--. 
3 2. Ibid., p. 70. Regarding the participation in 

government R. Miliband takes a different 
position. He held, that when the revolutionary 

contd ••• 
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Following this incident, in the party plenum 

(!'1adurai) in August 1967, the party adopted two docu-

ments. They were the following: 'on Left deviation' 

and 'on Divergent views between our Party and the CPC 

on certain Fundamental Issues'. The party criticised 

the Naxalbari 's struggle as "adventurist" and ''wrong". 33 

It further offered a refutation of the position of 

China on the Indian material conditions. While 

refuting the CPC's positions,it upheld the position 

it took in the programmes and other documents. This 

incident made the elements who cJid l'1.ot agree with the 

programme united. 

Meanwhile the CPI (M) Poli tb ureau prepared a 

draft document on ideological issues. This draft was 

. made available to ·the members of the party. The 

response to this document was different in different 

units. In many states there was opposition against 

this draft. In 1968 the party conducted the Burdwan 

Plen~um and formally adopted the drafto This document 

contd ••• 
parties·taking part in the government their 
role cannot be destructive and wholly uncoopera
tive. They have to help to run the government. 
For a detailed discussion, see R. Miliband, The 
State in Caoitalist, p.53o 
--------~-----

33. Manoranjan Mohanty, B~~ol~1J..s?!2.§.£Y_.Yio~ens:~, 
New Delhi: Sterling, 1977, p.75. 
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upheld the CPC's positions on the 'peaceful transition 

to socialism', • peaceful co-existence•, 'peaceful 

economic competition•, 'the state of the whole people', 

'the party of the whole people' and the issue of Stalin. 

While acceptlng many of the CPC's positions on the inter-

national· level, it rejected. others and said 11the assess-

ment of the current situation (in India) and the tactical 

line worked out on that basis completely incorcect and 

contrary to the realities and life 11
• 

34 Interestingly, 

the party accepted the CPSU understanding on the nature 

of, the epoch and the main contradictions at the world 

level. It might seem that the party accept~ the CPC' s 

position in the international level and took independent 

positions on the internal conditions in India. But 

this is not true. In reality CPI (M) agreed with some 

positions of CPSU and CPC. In fact, it is beyond doubt 

that the party had begun to take some independent 

positions on 1 ssues 1 ike the character of the. bourgeoisie, 

class character of the government, independence etc. 

The rejection on CPC's positions on the material 

conditions of India made the dis~;atisfied Left who 

accepted Mao's thought within the CPI {M) to start a 

34. ~!and on Ideologi~al Is~~' Calcutta: CPI{M) 
Publication, 1969. 



new party - CPI (~L) in 1970, which will be discussed 

later. 

In the 8th Congress r~solution pointed out the 

hostility developed _betvJeen the Centre and the party. 

The Centre had already toppled the governments in U.P., 
'")5 

Bihar, Punjab and west Bengal. J 

Because of this class hostility, the Centre tried 

to topple the U.F. government in Kerala. So the CPM 

wanted to mobilise the democratic forces in Kerala and 

within the country to consolidate the U.F. government 

and carry forward the struggle for the defence of the 

democratic and autonomous rights of States and their 

36 
peopleo 

In the economic realm the crisis continued to 

exist. The political resolution of the 8th Congress 

said that the crisis in agriculture was the result of 

the semi-feudal production relations and the contra-

dictions in the capitalist path of development. The 

food crisis was caused by the inability of the state 

to abolish the feudal land relations~ Ultimately 

this made India to go for u.s. aid.
37 

India imported 

36. l.£?id., p.159. 

37. 1Eid., p.71. 
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huge amount of food grains and other commodities 

under the P.L. 480 aid. India got "assistance" from 

u.s.A. for Rs.544.81 crores during the Second Five 

Year Plan period. This further increased in Third 

Five Year Plan period as Rs.853.22 crores. Totally 

it became in 1967 Rs.l, 779.83 crores. 

i 

The crisis in agriculture had an impact on 

industry. In this period industrial development had 

decelerateci. Another factor contributing to industrial 

stagnation was the trade relation with west. As a 

result of all these developments,Indian rupee value 

was reduced. The crisis made India more closer to 

the imperialists.; In the international arena India 
I 

took stands favourable to the imperialists. India 

did n.ot condemn American~gression in Vietnam. General 

'trade relations improveci with sll ECC countries. 

Anti-China and anti-Pakistan policies continued. 38 

so the CPI(M) decided to build a People's 

Democratic Front to fight for the issues that affects 

the people and the nation. The CPI {M) placed. the 

f'ollowing slogans before the people: fighting for a 

National food policy, abolition of all foreign· capital, 

38.. Ibide~ pp.77-88, 110-16. 
r--
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nationalization of Banks, more powers and revenue 

for the states, abolition of privy purses, fighting 

for friendly relations with Pakistan. 39 

After the 1967 elections, the state was trying 

to come out of the political crisis in the political 

89 

realm. Within the Congress party,two kirds of tactical 

approaches developed. According to the first approach, 

the crisis can be solved by having an alliance with 

rightist forces like swatantra, Jana Sangh and others. 

This tactic ''Jas given by the syndicate leaders. The 

second approach came from the leaders headed by Indira 

Gandhi. According to the secon:J approach, the crisis 

can be solved by having an alliance with Left forces. 

The whole party was divided over the issue, which 

representEd different approaches of differen·t groups~ 

Finally the party split into two. Regarding the split 

in the Congress party, the political resolution said 

that split was not due to any basic difference in 

policies.
40 

Whereas CPI held that the split occurred 

bet\..;een the pro-imperialist bourgeoisie and anti-

40. E.M.S. J\Tamboodiripad, Crisis into Chaos: Poli
tical India 198L :1\"Tew Delhi: sa·ngam, -l981,-pp.104-()8_o _____ _ 



imperialist bourgeoisie. Following this the state 

came out with new slogans like abolition of privy 

purses eradication of poverty, Nationalization of 
I 

banks etc. During the period between the 8th and 

9th Congresses the government attempted to create an 

impression that food crisis was solved. The government 

adopted the "green revolution" s'trategy to overcome 

the food problem·by increasing productivity. In fact 

after the introduction of "green revolution" strategy 

food production went up. The i_ncrease in the output 

of food was due to the introduction of machinery and 

other hew agricultural 'inputs. The nineth Congress 

resolution further said,the state was not ready to 

introduce land reforms, but intrcduced modernity in 

the production forces. Due to this the food scarcity 

was transferred from city to villages. In the final 

analysis the landlords were the real beneficiaries.41 

There could be two different kinds of thinking 

on the food problems. The food problem, according to 

the ruling class thinking, was due to insufficient 

production. It immediately devised a strategy to 

modernise the productive forces. Though CPI (M) dli:lnot 

41. CPI (M) Publication,: Political Resolution of 
_2th Con_9E~~' New Delhi;-pp. 22-~-----
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deny the insufficient production was one of the cause 

for food problem, the party emphasised the production 

relations as the main cause behind the problem. 

The crisis ridden Indian economy was further 

affected by the Indo-Pakistan war that broke out during 

this period. As a result, resources were diverted from 

the developmental needs of the Five Year Plan. Due to 

the crisis, the flow of foreign capital to India 

increased. The state allowed 625 collaborations 

including 43 agreements ~n this period. 42 

In course of the war, a part of Pakistan was 

"'"'J 
liberatedLa new nation called Bangladesh emerged. 

During the war India entered into a treaty with Soviet 

Union. The CPI (M) felt that Ind.ia got victory in 

the war with the 11 timely assistance" of Soviet Union. 

Since the relation became closer with Soviet Union, 

U.S.A. withdrew much of its aid and loans. Another 

change that developed in the behaviour of state in 

·the international arena was that India condemned u.s. 

action in Vietnam and the anti-China policy was with

drawn. 4 3 

4 2. Ibid., p. 24. 

43. ~bid., p.15. 
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In the next election (1971) the Congress party 

was able to win and got a stable majority in parliament. 

The CPI {I:1) was silent about the ideological factors 

that contributed for the victory of the Congress party. 

The Bangladesh war developed the spirit of nationalism 

and this dominated the minds of the voters, which made 

them to be blind to the economic/ policies of the state 

since independence. Nationalism as an ideology helped 

the state to maintain its power. But the CPI {M) had 

analysed the economic factor that oontribute to the 

victory of Congress party. 

Since the congress party got a stable majority, 

there started the autoritarian trend in the party as 

well as the state. The political resolution of the 

Congress further said that since some authoritarian 

~lements were visible in the ruling party there may 

be a new danger to the other democratic parties and 

movements. so the resolution exhorted "all the 

democratic and Left parties, all democratic groups 

and individuals to come together to battle against 
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the rise of fascist trends of one party rule and protect 

civil rights and democratic rights of the people. n
44 

44. Ibid., o.61o --- ~ 



As it had anticipated, in July 1975 a state of 

emergency was declared. The immediate cause was not 

revolutionary challenge from the left. The threat 

came from rival bourgeoisie landlord parties, which 

utilised the disco~tent of the masses. 45 

The rival bourgeoisie-landlord parties started 

some extra parliamentary activities. They tried to 

physically corner the state by appealing to the army 

and police to disobey the "illegal orders". The 

state used its oppressive machinery to queten them. 
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It simply put aside democracy and curbed all the 

democratic activities of the parties and individuals. 46 

To cover its increasing movement towards autho-

ritarianism the Indian state announced an economic 

programme called the '20 point programme• with an 

~ntention to attract the rural masses. On the other 

hand it imposed the compulsory deDosit ordinance and 

a wage freeze on the worKing class. It allowed 

the employers to take more money from the bonus of 

the workers. With an expectation of getting more 

aid from Wocld Bank,it imposed sterilization programme 

45. C.P.r. (r-1) Publication, lOth Congress Resolution, 
New Delhi, p.lS. 



47 
within the country. 

In response to all these developments the CPI (M) 

poli tbureau published a statement on 20th l\"'ov ember 

1975. The statement said that the Congress party 

had introducEd emergency to stabilise one-party rule 

in the· country. so it appealed to people to form a 
! 

democratic alliance to press the follo\..ring demands. 

These were the lifting of the emergency, scrapping 

of MISA and all other black laws, release of all 

political leaders and people who were in jail under 

MISA and DIR, lifting the restrictions on press, 

right to association, restoration of normal functioning 

of trade union and other organizations holding of 

1 t
. 48 e ec 1 ons. 

Twenty months after its declaration Indira 
I 

Gandhi withdrew emergency. In the general elections 

{1977) Janata party got a large majority and came to 

power. What was ~he assessment of CPI(M) on Janata 

party? 

47. 

48. 

_!bid., p.23. 

CPI {M) Review Report ador,ted_Ey the lOth 
£~.!i§res~-,-2ndto 8thApr illg 7~-;New Delhi: 
CPI IT1')Publication, p.33. 
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According to the CPI (M) it was a mixture of 

many parties, joined.tog~~her against the threat of 

emergency. But it was yet to develop a cohesive 

. d l d . t. 49 l eo .ogy an organlza lOn. 

The J anata government introduced two budgets 

after it assumed office. In the first budget it 

was depending upon foreign capital. In the second 

budget it gave more concessions to the monopoly houses; 

to the people it gave more taxes. The government 
-~'-~"""" 

continued the trend of getting ai'd ll'lorld Bank and 

implemented its directives. Following these, the 

multinational corporations entered. While the 

importance of pub~ic sector was reduced, agriculture 

sector was, given more importance. The policies 

~f Janata party were not radically different from 

50 the previous party. CPI(M) also did not expect 

any radical change from the party since it considered 

basically Janata party also a bourgeoisie party. The 

CPI{M) by supporting this regime for the short term 

goals, c omple·tely neg lee te:l the long term goa 1. 

49. CPI_Publication, CPM lOth Congress Political 
resolution. 

50. Ibid., pp.27-29. 
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In what way was the Janata regime different? 

According to CPI {M) the Janata party lifted emergency 

51 
and restored democracy. So CP.t'-1 had a friendly 

relations with ,Janata due to its defence of democracy 

which was closely related with struggle for people's 

'hb 52 r1-:1. ts. 

I 

During this period the CPM called for Left 

and democratic forces to force the Janata government 

"for implementing the electoral promises made by 

them regarding the democratic reforms, for dismantling 

the framework of emergency ••• and oppose the anti-

people economic policies, attack on the rights of 

people which are mainly the handiwork of right forces 

' 53 
within the party and government." 

within the Janata party after one year of 

assuming office there developed a serious crisis. 

The various forces which had formed it by coming 
I 

together got separated again. One of the forces led 

by Jagajivan Ram tried to assume office by having 

51. b ." 
L~-, p. 32. 

52. CPI (rfJ) Publication, Reviev.; Report adopted at 
lOt~ Con_Jres~J, 2rrl to B,th Apr.Ll 1972, 
New Delhi, p.lO. 

53. lOth Congress resolution, p.38. 
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support from Congress. So, since CP!'-1 has been opposed 

to Congress it withdrew its support and later supported 

h h i ~ . . 54 t e C aran s n}1l m1n1stry. 

In 1980 Indira Gandhi came to power again. 

During this period the relation between the Indian 

state and the I.I·1.F. reached a new stage although a 
/ 

move towards it had starte::i since emergendy.ln I .M. F. 

grant of Rs.S,OOO crores came to India. I.M.F. a:J.vised 

India to close down the food for work programme .. 

Essential service Maintenance Act was allegedly the 

product of the advice. Besides that, they advised 

the government to revise the budget structure and 

passenger fo...re::. of the r ailvv ays every year, compu-

terisation rJy a multinational {IBM) and a longer tenure 

for Railway Board and expert oriented industries. 

According to the CPI(M) the I.M.F. influenced 

taxation policy, price policy, trade policy and exchange 

policy. It became a permanent feature in the Indian 

~conomy. The mohopolies were given permission to 

expand the production capacity by 25%. It gave offers 

54. M. Sasavapunniah, On th~olitical line of 
the CPI (M), Delhi :-CPilM) PubiiCation, August 
1977,-r;:s: 
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» . 55 to start 100~ export unlt. 

The increasing dependency on I.M.F. and its 

influence on domestic policies was the new development, 

which would hamper the in:iependent development of 

the country. 

In the realm of foreign policy though the govern-
/ 

ment took many correct stands and the policy remained 

non-aligned. Its stand on Kampuchea, supporting 

Vietnam, and its readiness to settle the differences 

with Pakistan and Bangladesh which \.Jere in conferring 

56 with the interests of the people. Another trend in 

foreign policy was treating Russia and U.S.A. as super-

·powers. This trend was emerging since the development 

of NAM. 
57 

In the period between eleventh and twelfth 

Congresses there was no change in the internal crisis. 

Economic dependence on imperialism had increased due to 

more import of technology. Unable to expand the Indian 

markets, :Lndian capitalism had to go for the world 

market and depended more heavily upon exports. The 
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5~. CPI (i"l) Publication, Political Resolution of the 
Ele~ent_!:_~~EsrE~~~i CPI (M):New DeThi,March-l982,p. 20 

56. Ibi~., p.29. 

57. ~Eid., p.26. 



present state tried to come out of the crisis by 

importing massive technology {in order to produce 

goods for export) which could not help as it expected, 

but actually intensified the crisis. 58 The import 

of technology helped only the monopolists and it 

·had a detrimental impact on the pUblic sector, the 
/ 

policy of self reliance and consequently on the 

59 political independence of the country. 

The CPI(M) perception on the foreign policy of 

India changgl slightly from its earlier perception. 

It characterised the foreign policy of India as "non-

alined" and· said that it reflects the needs of people 

as well as the bourgeoisie. This characterization is 

similar to the CPI'S position. This perception of 

CPI (M)is based on its assessment of the Indian state's 

stands on various issues in the international arena. 

According to the CPI{M) 1 the character •non-alignment' 

can be s~en in the following actions of the state: 

The Indian state rejected the u.s. offers for arms; 

Besides this, lt expressed strong opposition to the 

Russian stand on Afghanistan; Its stands on Vietnam, 

58. lEid., P~-33-34. 
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Kampuchea and Palestinian issue; all these help to 

maintain peace at .the international level. India 

showed it readiness to improve the relations with 

her neighbours Pald. stan and <?hina. While the party 

was appreciating the government's foreign policy, it 

expressed its fears also: since the state accommodated 

the pressure from western countries, the foreign 
the 
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policy migh"t: change if.L'economic relation with western 

t i . -ri • th t f h. 59 a coun r es continu~ 1n e presen as 1on. 

Here a question arises: How a bourgeoisie state's 

interests and people's inte..rests can coincide in foreign 

policy? Since the world had been divided into two 

camps, though the bourgeoisie took some action within 

its own class interests, the stand objectively serves 

the purpose of anti-imperialist forces of the world. 

According to the CPI{M) the. path of development 

followed by the ruling class led to the crisis in 

Punjab and Assam. The CPI(M) has been watching closely 

the developments in Punjab and Assam. 'l'he ·CPI (M) 

characterises the Punjab movement as a "secessionist", 

"fundamentalist" movements. Though the movement 

59a.. Draft Political Resolution of Tw·elfth Congress 
of-ci3fJBJ:-'In Pe~e!~ Ts :gemoc{acy:: Oct. ~o; T91l5# 
:tJew Delhi, p .11. 



represents some aspirations of the people of the 

state, CPI!M) disagrees with the solution that .the 

leadership of the Punjab movement proposes. In the 

opinion of CPI(M) the movement cannot be called a 

nationality struggle, since it vvas based on religion; 

Religion cannot provide the basis for a nation. 

Moreover, this movement is backe~ by the imperialists 

and popular struggle should be directed against the 

anti-national forces to imperialist designs. 60 On 

this issue the CPI and the CPI {M) both have similar 

positions. The interesting point is that the undivided 
' of 

CPI supported for a brief period th..Q. idea"Muslim and 

Sikh nationhood in 1943 and in 1945 respectively.61 

Regarding the Assam problem the party's attitude 
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is more or less similar to the one to the I?unj ab problem. 

It saw the origin of the problem in the capitalist 

path of development, which created underdevelopment 

1m the state. The Assam mbvement instead of fighting 

against the bourgeois landlord rule, fights against 

t 
60. 

61. !~~9ffi2elin~§-~i_!he ~~~!~fy_~i_the_Co~ni~ 
Pai~, p.7. For a detailed analysis of CPI on 
Sikh homeland, see 'Dn the question of Sikh home
larrJ", Ma~~_:!-~m T~~' New Delhi, May-July 1986. 
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the religious and linguistic minorities, who migrated 

from the other parts of India to Assam. While it 

suggested a.n economic package for the development 

of Assam, it calls all popular forces to defend the 

unity and integrity of India, since the Assam movement 

had been helped by the imperialist agencies as well. 
/ 

as the christian agencies. In the opinion of the CPI 

also, the Assam movement is a "secessionist 11 movement. 62 

The state authoritarianism increased during the 

period, One-party rule put all the rights of the opposition 

under-. thr~at. The dismissal of N.T. Rama Rao ministry 

in An~hra Pradesh was one of the incidents which exhibits 

the character of the centre. Following upon this were 

the attacks .on the west Bengal and Tripura governments. 

The Centre's method to deal with these U.F. governments 

were different. It created f inane ial difficulties for 

them, refused to give money in time for administrative 

needs and withheld the legislative measures passed in 

the interest of the people. so the CPM called for the 

Left & Democratic front to fight against the inconsistencies 

in the non-aligned policy and fight against the dependency 

6 2. 
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on the west and to defend the integrity and unity 

of the nation, to defend the Left Front governments 

. 6 3 
against the one-party dictatorship. 

The whole strategy of CPI{M) in the recent 

years became 'ministry-centred' and then 'parliament-

centred •. It does not mean that the CPI (M) has 
/ 

abandoned the struggles in parliament. The running 

the U.F. government itself became an activity which 

is considered a ,fullfledged form of class struggle 

in the prevailing political conditions in India. 



CHAPTER V 

THE CPI (ML) VIEW OF THE I N)IAN STATE 

The Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) -

CPI(ML) -came into existence by the announcement of 

Kanu Sanyal on 22nd April 1969 at Calcutta. 1 Prior to 

this formal announcement lies a 1ong process of origin 

that dates as far back as .the Tele.ngana movement. Since 

the inception of the CPT {M) the left within it tried 

to actualise the Chinese model of revolution within 

India. To lead the party in this direction an alternative 

draft was presented by the majority section of its 

Andhra Unit before the first Congress of the CPI(M) 

held in 1964.
2 

This was not surprising. In the 

early fifties a section of the leftists within the 

undivided ·CPI made an attempt to realise the Chinese 

type agrarian revolution under the leadership of 

Rajeswa.t;-a Rao, which faile'.l for various reasons. 

In 1964 the CPI{M) adopted a new programme and a 

tactical line.- combining the parliamentary. as well 

1. Manoranj an Mohanty, Re~~lu t:!;onary__yio_!~_!]ce, 
New Delhi: Sterling, 1977, p.llO. 

2. Asi t Sen, An _b.EEES?~h .!£_ Na_!albari, Calcutta: 
Institute or-scient11Ic Tnougfits, 1980, p.30. 



as extra-parliamentary paths. This led to disappoint

ment among the left within the CPI(M), who favoured 

an exclusive reliance on the path of armed revolution. 

Charu Mazumdar, the Darjeeling district secretary 

of the CPI (lVJ) was one among the first theorists to 

turn to the left. In 1965, he started a set of 

pamphlets that later came to be called as 'Eight 

Documents •. In these documents he expressed his views 

regarding the nature of Indian economy, public sector, 

the nature of political power in India, the relation 

between Russia and India, character of the Indian 

bourgeoisie and the divisions within them .. After 

explaining all these, he justified the need for a 

strategy of armed revolution.. This process did not 

end at this level. The ideas advocated by Charu 

Mazumdar were put to test in Naxalbari - a village 

in west Bengal. 

Naxalbari was seen by the CPT (H) as a stab on 

the back of the CPI (M) leadership that was ·one of the 

major constituent parties in the United Front govern

ment. On the part of left, especially those ipfluenced 

by Charu !'v1azumdar • s ideas, this move was a planned 

one to expose the hypocrisy of the CPI(M). Their 

plan was to demonstrate the untenability of a parlia

mentary road to socialism that, according to them, 

CPI (M) had already taken up. 



Naxalbari was in an area plagued by ramnant 
oF 

decadent semi-feudal modes~exploitation. The 

historical revolt took place in May 1967. The 
GLf) 

peasantry attacked big land lords followed by L attack 

on Naxalbari police station. After the attack, land 

was captured, and all the records regarding land 

O\vnership and transfer destroye2i. The captured lands 

were redistributed among the peasants. To defend the 
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new povver, the peasants armed themselves with traditional 

and modern weapons. The revolutionary committees took 

the area under their administrative control. According 

to their own report they tried to run the schools, 

eliminate the presence of bourgeoisie state and that 

way establish their own power by liberating the areas. 3 

The Naxalbari revolt generated a big hue and 

cry. The then United Front government took this 

revolt as a political threat as well as a law and 

order problem. Finally this movement met its defeat 

the suppression by the state. 

Following this happening , the still-existed 

CPI {M) took up the matter for discussion. In a plen=::um 

3. Kanu Sanyal, "Report on the Peqsant Movement 
in the Terai Region", Liberation (Calcutta), 
vol~2, ~ov. 1968, PPo2~2:-----



that took place in .Madurai from August 18 to 27, 

the party adopted two documents in this regard. The 

party said that the Naxalbari ~evol t was adventurist 

and ''wrong" in the first document titled "On Left 

deviation". In the second document it said that 

the party cannot subscribe to the view~of CPC on 

Indian material conditions. 4 ,· 

Follo..ving the negative response of the CPI {M) 

leadership, the discontented left within CPI (M), 'ii'Jho 

cf 
wanted to advance the Naxalbari typeLstruggles all 

over India, joined together and formed the All India 

Co-ordination Committee of Communist Revolutionaries 

{AICCCR) of CPI (M) in :tibvember 1967. The Naxalbari 
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revolt in fact made them united under a common political 

platform. A declaration adopted by AICCCR in November 
; 

1967 said, the CPI (M) had "betrayed the cause of 

revolution" and it laid doWn the follo~...Jing as the 

basic objectives of the new.group. 

"(1) To develop and co-ordinate militant and 
revolutionary struggles at all levels, 
specially, peasant struggles of the 
Naxalbari type under the leadership of 
the working class. 

(2) To develop militant, revolutionary struggles 
of the \vorking class and other toiling 

----------
4. Manoranjan Mohanty, ~·~it., p.75o 



(3) 

(4) 

people, to combat economism and to 
orient these struggles towards agrarian 
revolution. 

To wage an uncompromising ideological 
struggle against revisionism and neo
rev isionism and to popul arise, which 
is Marxism-Leninism of the present era 
and to unite on this basis and revolu
tionary elements, within and outside 
party. 

I 

To undertake preparations of a revolu-
tionary programme and tactical line 
based on concrete analysis of the Indian 
situation in the light of Comrade Mao
Tse-Tung' s thought. "5 

This declaration {Noverriber 1967) along with· 

its organizational objectives, came out w~th some 

new theoretical formulations also. The document 

characterised Indian society as ''semi-feudal and 

semi-colonial" and it advocated a new method for 

"seizing political power 11 which was basically contrary 

to the CPI {H) positions, adopted in the seventh 

Congress of CPI(M) in 1964. 

While the declaration characterised the present 

societY as "semi-feudal and semi-colonial", they traced 

its historical development from pre-colonial society. 

5. "Declaration of the Revolutionaries of the 
Communist Party of Irrlia Marxis<t", Liberation, 
December 1967, p .4 a ------



When t-1arx wrote about pre-colonial India he said the 
I 

mode of production in India was Asiatic mode of 

' 
production and it was a stagna!'lt on8. ATCCCR had a 

different position regarding the pre-colonial period. 
' I 

According to them, Indian society also urrlerwent a 

similar line of developmentifrom primitive communist 
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to slavery to feudalism, an~ was not basically different 
I 

from the European model. Iildian society had the 

internal elements to give rise the capitalist society 

6 
on her own. 

Marx held that imperi~list intervention had 

' 
destroved the stagnant economic structure and had 

~ I 
sown the seeds of capitalist developmento While the 

I 
CPI and CPI {M) accepted the: "double mission" theory 

of Marx, the Maoists took a'different position. 

According to them, the role of impPrialism in the 

Indian economy was not a regenerating one as pointed 
the 

out by Marx, but of nipping in the budLprocess of 

the capitalist development already going on. They 

held that imperialist intervention arrested the national 
. 7 

economic development. 

7. ~sit Sen, £2• cit., p.2o 
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After the Madurai Plenu~, the CPI {M) conducted 

another plenum in Burdwan in April 1968 to finalise its 

ideological positions on international issues, which 

had ,been pending since the iriception of the party due 

to various reasons like the imprisonment of its 

leaders by the Indian state.: The plenum, while upholding 
I 

I . / 

China's positions on the formulations of 'peaceful 
I 

transition to socialism', 'p~aceful economic competition', 

and 'peaceful co-existence' /given by CPSU, rejected the 

Chinese assessment of the material conditions, and the 
I 

strategy developed on the b~sis of its assessment as 
! 

wrong. This development made the 'left' within the 

CPI (M) to think of making a formal break with the party. 

In the second meeting of AICCCR of CPI{M) in May 

1968, it branded the 1 eader:;lship of CPI {M) as revisionist. 

It evaluated the Burdwan p]enlim of CPI(M) and said that 

the CPI {M) had rejected Mal• s thought which was the blue 

print for world revolutionl The revisionist leadership 

had discarded the path of ~evolutionary violence and 

upheld .the parliamentary prth. Following this it expressed 

its wish to form a new party; AS a result it renamed 
I 

itself as " ... ~CCCR ". 8 Within one year the "AICCCR" 

8. "Declaration of the.All India co ... ordination 
Comrni ttee of Commun.ist Revolutionaries", 
Liberation, June 1968, po7. -..--
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\ 

formed a new paTty calle~ CPI(ML). On the formation 

(22rid April 1969) day itself the CPI(ML) adopted a 

political resolution. In·. the following year (1970) 
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the new party came out with .a programme. The programme 

was nothing but the ideas expressed by the left since 

1964 on various occasions., This includes the major 
I 

points of political resolujtion of 1969 also. 
I 

I 

I 
/ 

The left from Andhra', Pradesh did not join the 
I 

I 

new par·ty since they had differences with domi-
1 

nant CPI(ML) leadership. Their differences vvere on 

the nature of the relation betvveen India and Russ.ia, 

on the characterisation of ussia as 'social imperialist' 

and on the question of armed struggle and boycott of 

elections. 

The Political resolution of the CPI (ML) said 

that t'the Indian state is a state of big landlords 

and comprador- bureaucratic capitalism and that the 

government is a lackey of U.s. imperial ism and Soviet 

social imperialism.u 9 The characterisation of the 

Indian state is thus entirely different from the other 

communist parties. While CPI held that the Indian 

state was t•the organ of the class rule of the· national 

9. 'JiPolitical resolution of CPI(ML)'.t, Liberation, 
·May 1969, p.4 



bourgeoisie as a whole, in which the big bourgeoi£,ie 

holds a powerful influence'·~,lO the CPI(M) held it as 

a nlc;ndlord bourgeoisie state led by the big bourgeoisie 

increasingly collatorating with foreign capital".11 

In the CPl 2nd CPI(M) programmes the place of the 

1 and lords was subordinate to the b ourge o i si e. In 

CPI(ML)'s char~1cterization this class is dominant. 
. / 

While CPI held that the bourgeoisie stands for indepen-
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dent capitalism, the CPI(M) believed that the bourgeoisie 

has been pursuing dependent capitalism. The CPI(ML) 

went to the extreme·, it characterised the land lords and 

the bourgeoisie as lackeys of imperialign which stanrl in 

favour of continued colonialis-n. In the two progr&mmes 

there was no mention about the Soviet Union. CPI(ML) used 

the 'Social imperi2-lisn' formulc:;tion for the first time 

in the Indian communist movement to characterise the 

Soviet Union. In the same way the formula.tion 1bureaucre1-

tic capitalism' was used to characterise the bureaucrats 

in the public sector as a new class. To the CPI(ML) 

the relation between the Indian State and.USSR is not 

in the interests of the Indian People; and the establish-

ment of public sector is not on the socialist lines. 

10 • CP I ...££2.9. ~!?..s. p. 2 7 

11. CP I ( Jl/1 ) P r .9..9£~ffi!I!§. , p. 2 2 
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While analysing the.causes of the domination of 

the landlords in the state the CPI {ML) found it was 

due to "the increasing concentration of lands in the 

hands of a few landlords, the expropriation of almost 

the total surplus produced by the toiling peasantry in 

the form of rent, the complete landlessness of about 

f 1 1 . ... 12 / h th 40% o the rura popu atlon P · so t at e government 

and the state represent the feudal interests of the 

big landlords~ 

Regarding independence, the programm·e of CPI. (ML) 

said that the inaependence, India attained in 1947 was 

nothing but a "replacement of colonial and semi-feudal 

set up with a semi-colonial and semi-feudal one" and 
. 13 

it was a "sham" independence. The position of CPI (ML) 

on independence is completely different from the CPI 's 

characterization and it is closer to the CPI (M)'.sposition. 

CPI considered India's iniependence as full indepen-

dence, a view to which CPI (M) did not subscribe. The 

views of CPI(M) and CPI(ML) on this issue were based 

on the economic structure, though they arrived 

12. "Political resolution of the CPI (ML), 32• s:it., 
p.4. 

13. Progr~mme of the Communist Par~ of India 
1Mar~st-Le_Qin1.st )-adopted_~_!- the Party CO_!lg.f~~ 
peld in May 1970, para 9. 
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dissimilar conclusions. 

The CPI(ML) programme considered the bourgeoisie 

in India as comprador who mortgaged the country to 

imperialism~ 4 Because of the comprador character of 

the Indian bouFJeoisie the freedom struggle was not 
I 

taken to its conclusion; they compromised with the 

' 
imperialists and hence the transfer of po·wer to Indian 

National Congress, the political and organizational 

expression of the compradors. 

The programme further said that the major contra-

dictions vJere four. They were "the contradiction 

between imperialism and social imperialism on the one 

hand and our people on the other, the contradiction 

between feudalism and the broad masses of the people 

the contradiction between capital and labour and the 

15 contradiction betvveen the landlords and the pea-santry. 

Among all tt:ese cohtradic tions "the contradiction 

bet• . ..,reen feudalism and. the broad masses of Indian ,people 

16 is the principal contradiction in the present phase". 

so the political resolution said "by liberating themselves 

------------
14. _!bid.·, para 11. 

15. ];bi~ para 16 0 

16. . l~id. 
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from the yoke of feudalism the Indian people will 

liberate themselves also from the yoke of imperialism 

and comprador bureaucratic c_api tal because the struggle 

against feudalism is also a struggle against the two 

. ,,17 enemles. 

Hence the stage of Indian revolution "is the 

democratic revolution of the. nevJ type - the people's 

Democratic Revolution, the main content of which is 

the agrarian revolution, the abolition of feudalism 

in the countryside. 1118 Regarding this, Charu Mazumdar 

had earlier said that· "the people • s Democratic Revolution 

in India has to be directed against the bureaucrat and 

comprador bourgeoisie in the country and against feudal 

19 exploitation in the vast rural areas"· He further 

said that "our revolution has to be directeJ against 

the Congress government which represents the bureaucrat 

and comprador bourgeoisie and which was frightened by 

the post-war upheaval, came to terms with the imperialists 

with the help of the feudal lords. n 20 

17. "Political resolution of the CPI (ML) ", .s?.J2• _s;it., 
p.4. 

18. Ibid. ---
19. Charu Iv1azui·t\d_ar, "The Indian People's Democratic 

Revolution", Liberation, ,June 19681 p.12. 

20. Ibid. 



Regarding the class alliance the programme said 

that the revolution would be carried by a democratic 

front of the working class, ~he peasantry, the petty 

bourgeoisie and even a section of small and middle 

bourgeoisie under the leadership of working class but 
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the main force of the revolution would be the peasantry. 

The programne further said that' armed struggle would 

be the main form of struggle. But to start armed struggle
1 

Gueui lla warfare would be developed and this would rema Ln 

"the basic form of struggle throughout the entire period 

of our Democratic Revolution". 
21 

But the war was to be 

waged not to get economic benefits but to acquire 

political power. 

Charu Mazumdar realised that establishing political 

power was a process. To begin the process the lands 

of the landlords has to be seized and it should be 

redistributed among the peasant masses. After this 

process the revqlutionary committees should defend 

the masses with the help of the village army against 

the class enemies. 1>/hile defending the new relations 

care should be taken to maintain a conducive environment 

for production. By establishing complete control on 
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the situation the local class enemies should be 

eliminated by the method of physical annihilation. 

Once the area is liberated
1
the repressive state machinery 

would be deprived of its 'eyes and ears'. The state 

cannot find out the records of the old land relutions 

and it cannot identify the people who participated in 

. t 22 
1 • 

There· was an onesided emphasis on the armed 

struggle in the overall theory and practice of the 

CPI .(ML). To develop armed struggle guerrilla warfare 
I 

was considered as an initial step. This step further 

depended upon the physical annihilation of class enemies, 

which was considered the highest form of class struggle. 

When the CPI(ML) was in favour of waging people's 

war everY'vhere, T. Nagi Reddy, an important Andhra 

leader of the party came out with a different theory. 

According to Nagi Reddy the people's war can be waged 

only in hills and jungles, which constitute the 'key' 

areas. But in the plains he advocated "limited gue.rrilla 

re~->istance". Regarding the annihilation theory also 

22. Charu Mazumdar, "A few words About Guerrilla 
l'lar£ are", Tmv a~ds~ New _I? has e_ of __§£ri ESLThunder, 
p 0126 0 



he had differences. He did not want to an nihil ate 

the class enemy if he accepted "reasonable" rates of 

interest for the loanso
23 

Regarding guerrilla war 

T. Nagi Reddy had a different perception from that 

of CPI !ML). His critical assessment of the annihilation 

line of Charu Mazumdar was more economistic than 

/ 
political. But the OPI {ML) perceived it as a way to 

develop guerrilla war and establish-people's political 

power. 

The attitude of CPI (ML) regarding elections is 

d·ifferent from the rest of the ~ommunist parties. Charu 

Mazumdar gave the slogan for boycotting elections 

from the beginning. This can be seen in relation to 

their concept of: political pov-1 er. They wanted to get 

power through armed struggle since the country was semi-

24 feudal arrl the democracy in the country was a "fo-rce"· 

The CPI {ML) not only rej ecte'i elections, it 

rejected the possibility of taking part in government 

or the existing state apparatus. Their understanding 

regarding taking part in government, generally believed 

23. "The Politics of Nagi Reddy", Liberati2_!?. 1 Oct. 
196 9, pp. 36-37. 

24. s. Guna, "Is India really independent"!'", 
Liberation, August 1968, po5lo ...--
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to have its roots in the thought of l'1ao, was mainly 

shaped by the experience of the communist parties in 

participating in the state apparatus of Kerala (1957) 

and later in West Bengal. CPT (!1L) saw capturing state 

governments as an extension of economism whereas the 

CPI(M) .perceived it as capture of a part of state powe~. 

According to the CPI(ML) the so-call~~ United Front 

government was a negative product born out of the require-

ments of the ruling classes in India. Since the Congress 

party had lost its ability to maintain their rule in 

the states
1

due to the struggles directed against it. 

It wanted to ma.;i.ntain the existing system through a 

parliamentarv farce that consisted of electoral exercises. 

In this way, the United Fron·t governments serve the 

f h . 1. 1 25 'd purpose o t e reactlonary ru lng c asses. Besl es, 

this would only develop illusion in the. minds of the 

people in favour of the system and ultimately spoil 

revolutionary consciousness, and divert them to the 

26 
parliamentary path. 

25. Manab Mitra, nrrhe Revolutionary Path is the 
or:ly Path 11

, Libe_Eation, May 1968, pp.76-77. 

26. "Political resolution of CPI {ML) adopted on 
. 22nd April 1969", Lib~~_!ioE, May 1969, po8. 
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Further the CPI (ML) challenges the idea of 

"giving relief to people" by participating in the 

governments which was put forward by the CPI{M). The 

CPI(ML) says that the United Front governments cannot 
BD 

remain silent while the vJOrkers' agitationsLbeyond 

the limits of bourgeoisie freedom. Ard. they could 

not provide any significant rel'ief as they face::i 

serious constraints because of the mere fact that 

they are in contradiction with the central government. 

Sufficient arrangements for supplies like rice and 

other essential items could not be effectively made 

while the U.F. government was in power, for instance, 

in Kerala. 27 

of-
Since the incept.ionLthe party CPI {ML) believed 

only in armed struggle. As a result
1
it conducted 

armed struggles in many places throughout the country, 

the struggles in srikakulam (Andhra) where the tribal 

peasantry of the so-called Agency area of Andhra1 

neighbouring the Koraput Hills of Orissa border took 

to arms and established "re::i political power" in at 

least "300 villages"~8 in Magurjan {Bihar) where "a 

27. Partha Choudhuri, "Phrases and Facts About 
Kerala", _!:iber~_!ion, Dec. 1968,· p. 73o 

28. .~;ering Thurd.eE> p.92. · 
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guerrilla squad of poor an~ landless peasantry attacked 

a police party ••• and snatched away their rifles 11 as 

"an attempt to break through. the encirclementf9 in 

Birbhum (~'lest Bengal) that witnessed "the huge storm 

of peasant upheaval" in 1971, the march of PLA through 

its plains, and the severe air and terrestrial combing 
/ 

operation of the Indian army represent important land-

30 
marks in the CPI -{ML) struggle. Except these a few 

other struggles in most of the places, remained at 

the ini ti a 1 1 ev el i.e. at the annihi 1 at ion 1 eve 1. 

Those did not, go beyond that. The movements were 

finally crushed by the state, owing to their isolation 

in limited pockets and thus falling a prey to encircle-

ment and suppression. 

There was self criticism among the party members 

of the CPI {ML) regarding why and how the struggles 

remained only at the annihilation level and why it 

failed to establish people's political power~ The 

general answer that the party reached was·that it was 

a mistake in tactics, which emphasised only the anni-

hilation of class .enemies to the neglect of other forms 

29. Ibid., po. ill-12. Vvi th the incident, Charu Mazumdar 
announced the formation of People Liberation Army 
(PLA). 

30 •. Ibid., pp.114-15. 
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31 of struggle. In short, the need was felt to co-

ordinate other forms of struggle with armed struggle 

while struggling to establish people's political pOvJer. 

According to Sushital Roy Choudhury
1

CPI(ML) under

standing regarding the guerrilla warfare as the main 

form of struggle and other mahS struggles as subordinate 
/ 

to that was correct but when it was implemented
1

the 

guerrilla warfare was emphasised while other forms of 

struggle were not taken care of.
32 

Charu Mazumdar 

himself admitte:l later, that though annihilation was a 

higher form of class struggle
1
the fundamental point of 

of 
class strugqle vJas seizure

11 
political power, not anni-

.. 33 
hilation aloneo 

In 1971 one of the CPI(ML) leaders, S.N. Singh, 

34 left the P?rty because of differences over strategy. 

According to Vi nod Misra, the split was because of the 

difference of attitude towards the rich peasants, which 

had serious implications in determining the class 
(\)\. 

alliance, that in turn Hould have "impact on the 

31. Ibi_:?:., p.101. 

32. _!bid., p.107. 

3 3. _!bid o 1 p.122. 

34. . M. Mohanty, ~· cit., -p.XX. 



35 strategy. In 19 74 S. N. Singh decided to support 

the Bihar movement led by Jaya Prakash Narayan. In 

1975 emergency was imposed. During the period of 

emergency he formulated a three-tier united front as 

the main strategy, though practically nothing happened 

from his side. When in 1977, emergency was lifted 

S.N. Singh 1 s attitude towards the Janata government 

changed. He saiJ. that the class character of the 

government remained same but the new government was 

)I , 36 
democrat1c and patriotic". The attitude of s. N. 

Singh and the CPI (M) response to the Janata government 

were more or less similar, whereas CPI was against the 

government in 1977. 

After the death of Charu Mazumdar, the CPI(ML) 

due to the crisis within the party became divided into 

many small factions. Prakash Karat classified the 

factions into three: anti-Charu groups, pro-Charu 

37 
groups and independent groups. To him, pro-Charu 

35. Vinod Mishra, Re2ort fr2~_!he_~laming_X!~ld~ 
_2f B}:haE, Calcutta, 1986,- p.XXIII. 

36. M. Mohanty, .2£· ci!• 

37. Prakash Karat, "Naxali sm Today: At an Ideo log i
cal Deadend 11

, Th_::_l!arxis !, Jan-!'1arch, 1985. 

122 
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groups ar:e CC CPI (TYIL) led by Vinod Mishra" CC CPI {ML) 

(People's war) led by Kondapalli Seetharamaiah, CRC 

CPI {ML) headed by Venu and second CC CPI (ML) {Pro-

Lin Piao); The anti-Charu groups are CPI(ML) S.N. 

Singh group, CPI{ML) C. Pulla Reddy group, CPI(ML) 

COC groups, OCCR ~anu Sanyal), UCCRI {ML) (Nagi Reddy 

D. V. Rao), ,Maoist Communist Centre, Liberation Front 

and Central Team. Besides these 1 the following also 

exist:: Shantipal group {West Bengal), Kunnikal 

Narayanan group {Kerala), B.P. Sharma group (Rajasthan, 

U.P.), Chelapati Rao group (AP), Tamilnadu groups AOC 

and SOC, Communist-Ghadar Party of India (ML), 

Proletariat Party and Revolutionary Communist Party 

(Punjab). The classification of Prakash Karat only explains 

who are the groups that accepted Charu Mazumdar's line 

and who do not. But this classification does not help 

us to know the present position of the groups. Many 

groups accepted Charu Mazqmdar, but they incorporated 

many changes of their own. This way, the, _groups can be 

classified into two: First the groups who still remain 

within the framework of the earlier programme, and 

second those·who departed from the earlier programme's 

formulation on ~he nature of Indian society. 

The CPI {ML) Vinod Mishra group was one of the 

groups \vhich came under the first category. This group 



believes that the characterization of Indian society 

as 11 semi-feudal and- semi-colonial 11 as it was laid down 

in the '70 programme of the undivided CPI(ML) still 

remains correct. At the same time they say that due 

to the penetration of foreign capital
1

a market has 

developed all over India. The state is undergoing a 

process of centralization and became an "autocratic 11 

one. It believes that the main enemy is 11soc ia 1 

imperi a.l ism" in this phase. So keeping all these in 

mind, the CPI {ML) 1 ed by Vi nod Mis hra wants to build 

a "National Political Alternative" to fight against 

the "Autocracy 11
• The main form of struggle would be 

armed struggle and they still believe in area-\.;rise 

seizure of power o While accepting the armed struggle 

as a main form of struggle they wanted to develop a 

democratic movement to respond to the developments 

124 

that took place at the all India level. so they wanted 
. ~a 

to use "even parliamentary" forms of struggle • .J 

Here though Vinod Mishra group accepted the semi-feudal 

semi-colonial character of the society their strategy 

had undergone a remarkable changeo 

38. "An Insight into the Ideological Political 
Line pursued by the CC led by C0mrade Vinod 
Mishra", _E_sr!Y_Jinity, August 1983, ppo7-18. 



Some of the groups have departed from the earlier 

(1970 programme of CPT (ML)) understanding on Indian 

society. CRC CPI (ML) is one of the groups which come 

under the s~~ond category. This group felt.that the 

1970 Prograrrme of undivided CPI {ML) is not helpful to 

understand the present phenomenon. A serious attempt 
( 

made to reformulate the prograrrme. In the process of 

125 

it 1 this group has reached a new understanding. According 

to the new perception of CRC CPUML) India is a •neo-

colony'; In the post war {II World War) period 

impArialism changed its mode of exploitation since 

they cannot exploit in the same way they did during 

pre- world War II period. Prior to the IInd. world War 
I 

imperialism protected feudal ism. In the opi~n of 

CRC CPI(ML) the relation between imperialism and 

feudalism had undergone changes. Now, imperialism 

is forced to destroy feudalism. It was successful in 

this direction~ 9 
The new methods of exploitation of 

imperialism are through finance capital and through 

institutions like I.M.F. and other international 

agencies. 40 The Multinational Corporation is also 

39. 11A.Letter to All Party Comrades from CRC 11 , 

11~Eat~£9, May 1984, p.20. 

40. ]Eid., pp.20-21. 
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one other device to reach this end. Since imperialism 

cannot exploit through feudalism, it developed. dependent 

capi tc.lism, through the above mentioned methods. To 

CRC, feudalism is a declining trend and capi·talist 

d ev elopmF:'nt is the emerging and dominating trend. So j'"' 

its opinion the 1970 programmE's c harac ·terizution of 

India as 'semi-feuc-Jal society' is invalid, as well as 

1 . t 1. t' . . I 4 1 t<e maJn con-_r.Tlr:-J.on cpven J.n t1e proqr<Jmme. 

Due to the capitalist developm~nt (assisted by 

impPrialism), the bureoucratic bourgeoisie becomes 

po·.verful. As the Indian state is directly OI<Vning the 

public sector, and as the pU_blic sector is ird.irect 

relation vJith many of the imperialist agencies that are 

in turn interested in keeping the IncHan state just u.s 

a tool to squeeze the Indian people, out of the comprador 

and bureaucratic- sections of the all Indic:1 monopoly 

bourgeoisie. The bureaucratic bourgeoisie is privileged 

among the oour,Jeoi si f-!. Their freEdom is only to choose 

b d ·f·- . . 1' 42 etween 1 terent lmpfrla 1st powers. Accardi ng to 

to the CRC CPI (ML) the major contradictions in India. 

are the follmvinc...J: (1) The contradiction bet.vJeen 

42 • .!_bi~., p.24. 
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imperi c:1l ism, soc ia 1 irnper ial ism, bureaucratic c omprador 

bourgeoisie on the one hand and various people on 

the other, (2) the contradiction between feudalism an:i 

broad masses of people, and (3) the contradiction among 

the ruling classes. Among all these, the contradiction 

between imperialism, social imperialism and bureaucrat 

compradtor bourgeoisie on the/one hand and the people 

of India on the other became the principal contradiction. 

The stage of revolution is "basically anti- imperialist 

. and anti-feudal which would be a New Democratic Revolution. 

In this agrarian revolution either the alliance of 

agricultural workers (in the places where agrarian 

relations had changed from feudal) and the rural 

bourgeoisie or the peasantry {in the places where 

feudalism remains strong) would be the main force. 

Imperialism and bureaucrat and comprador bourgeoisie 

will be the main target of the revolution. The slogan 

11 land to the tilier" is still valid according to CRC 

as it thinks that .the bourgeois democratic revolution 

43 is not yet accomplished. 

Due to capitalist development in relation with 

the neo-colonial development the national question 

' 
became important in this period. Nationality struggle 

4 3 • lE id • I p • 2 4 0 



is part of the anti-imperialist struggle - a struggle 

against the present state imposed by the imperialists 

from above, suppressing all the nationalities while 

protecting an all India market for the sake of the 

monopolies allied with the imperialists themselves. 44 

The ·strategy for the New Democratic Revolution 
' 

would be people's war. Since the Indicm state has 

centralised the state machinery struggles have to be 
I 

organised all over India, so that the forces of the 

Indian state will be dispersed~and it will become 
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weak in the process of struggle. Since India has been 

characterised by uneven development, each state should 

be considered as a socio-economic unit and programme 

should be developed on that basis, keeping all-India 

perspective in mind; In this process parallel power 

45 structures should be create:i. 

The perception of CRC on the ongoing development 

of Iriiia has its theoretical roots in Mao's model of 

analysing a semi-colonial and semi-feudal-country and 

his strategy of revolution in such countries. With 

certain innovations to this model (Mao's New Democracy) 

44. Ibid., p.25. 

4 5 • • lEi::! · 
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CRC developed its new analytical tool. The alliance 

of imperialism with feudalism that 'Kew Democracy• of 

Mao and the urdivided CPI{ML) upheld
1 

was questioned, 

taking into consideration the new post vJorld War II 

situation { 'decolonization • the rise of u.s. imperialism 

as a new and leading power and the realization crisis 

of imperialists that made them /'develop • and • under

developed' countries). As far as the dependency of 

the capitalist development is concerned 1 the CRC line 

has similarities with. the dependency theories. As far 

as pure economic relations are concerned the perception 

of · CRC is. similar to that of CPI. While the CPI is 

committed to 'now-capitalist path' of development of 

the Indian bourgeoisie, CRC considers the whole develop

ment as a 'lopsided' one. Another new thing that found 

place in CRC's analysis is their new stand on the 

question of nationality; while they give consideration 

in their new stan:l to the various regional economies,' 

the particularLties are given more import~nce, whereas 

the CPI and CPI{M) programmes give importance to the 

generalities. 

The CPI(ML) came into existence because of the 

differences within the CPI {M) over the strategy. arrl 

tactics as well as over the differences in assessing 

the rna teri,al conditions in India. Si nee the inception, 
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the party rightly pointed out the pitfalls in one

sidedly following the parliamentary path to get political 

povver. But while pointing out the mistakes1 the CPI (ML) 

went to the other extreme of onesidely neglecting the 

mass line. In assessing the character of Indian society 

CPI (ML) borrO\ved all the formulations from the Chinese 

Communist Party taking for granted that present day 

Indian conditions were similar to that of pre-revolutionary 

China. CPI {ML) had less discussions on assessing the 

Indian situation. Rather it concentrated, its energies 

on correcting the 'revisionist' mistakes of the Indian 

communist movement~ But when the party realised this 

realization was not uniform, and hence the unnumerable 

splits which ensuedo 



CHAPrrER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Since the twenties Marxists in India have been 

influenced by the theoretical literature produced by 

the communist parties of various countries. Till 1947 

the united CPI had been influen6ed by the theoretical 

lines of Communist Party of Great Britain and CPSU. 

In CPI, till now the tendency to be influenced by other 

communist parties, especially the CPSU, continues to 

exist. Like CPI, CPI(ML) was all through its brief 

history, under the influence of the CPC. This does 

not mean that the Communists in these parties just 

accepte-:1. the unders·tanding of other comrnunist parties. 

This was partly at 1 eas·t due to what they regarded as 
I I 

internationalism. Though CPI {M) claims to be an 

ind.epenO.ent party, one can find various influences in 

its analyses t~. The analyses conducted by the Marxists 

are part of their political practice. In a sense, they 

are pioneering studies of the Indian state. But they 

are not elaborate studies as far as the state is concerned. 

State is an extremely complex phenomenono To 

comprehend various aspects of the state it is necessary 

that different aspects of national and international 

spheres should be studied. The analysis of imperialism, 
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the general development at the wor.ld level, main 

contradictions of the present time, the general direction 

of history, have to be studied at the international 
a:Y~ .. c-l 

level Lthe nature of the economy, the class character 

of the state, character of the bourgeois~e have to be 

analysed at the national level. 

/ 

In the post independence period Marxists tried 

to understand the state in Irrlia. In the initial 

perio~ the CPI was divided over its nature. There 

were Leftist, Rightist and Centrist groups inside the 

party who held different opinions on this issue. Till 

1964 this problem continued. With the split this problem 

came to an end. The CPI arrived at a new understanding 

on the basis of the programme of the 20th Congress of 

the CPSU. This further developed, and ,; culminated 

in the form. of its party prograrrme of 1964. Within 

. CPI (M) the revolutionaries who were inf luenceJ by Mao, 

si nee 1964 expressed their differences, and f. ina lly 

left the CPI(M) and formed their own parbJ· in 1969. 

According to CPI in India,capi talist development 

has attained. a middle level. It is independent capital i_st 

development. There are two kinds of capitalist enter-

prise, State capitalis~ in the state. sector, private 

capi ta.lism in private sector. Independent capitalist 

dev:elopment in India was possible, because of the 



emergence of the socialist system and the crisis in 

the world capitalist system. To prove this proposition, 

the CPI compared the size of the capitalist productive 

·sector in pre-independence period with post indepehdence 

period. It found the number of inelus·tries an:::l working 

class hCA.ve. increased in the post-independence period, 

which is taken as an indicator of the capitalist 

-development. By contrast, the CPI (Iv1) takes a different 

position. According to CPI (M) the Indian state took 

the path of capitalism, when the capitalism was in 

crisis and on the decline on a world scale. so the 

capitalist path chosen by the bourgeoisie was historically 
in 

outdated and it will rernain,ia permanent crisis. The 

kind of capitalism that has been developing here is 

dependent on imperialism. .According to CPI {HL) there 

·is no independent or dependent capitalism; all capita-

lists in the ~hird world is comprador capitalism. 

Among the CPI {r"lTJ) groups
1
there is some difference of 

opinion on how exactly to interpret this _general idea. 

Since the st3te is a capitalist state 1 it took 

measures li1~e land reforms to abolish feudalism: 

says the CPI. After the introd uct.ion of land reforms, 

the number of landholding increased. CPI (M) also 

accepts that the state in fact brought limi tsJ land 
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reforms and. other measures; but in the CPI (H) view, 

they were not aimed to abolish feudalism and free the 

peasantry, but were meant to transform the landlords 

into capitalist landlords, since the state is a capitalist 

landlord state. CPI(ML) says since the landlords were 

sharing power it protects landlordism in many ways • 

. Besides this ar;.angement was helped by imperialism. 
I 

This was the most important factor in protecting 

feudalism.· 

According to CPI, the bourgeoisie in India is a 

nationaL bourgeoisie. They have anti-imperialist 

character. The CPI further says that the national 

bourgeoisie had fought against the imperialism. Among 

the bourgeoisie there are ~wo sections. One is pro-

imperialist and another section is anti-imperialist. 

The pro-imperialist section often influence state policies 

to an extent. The CPI {!v1) believes that the bourgeoisie 

in India has a dual character; In the pre-indepen:ience 

period also the behaviou.r of the bourgeoisie demonstrate:] 

this dualismo On the one hand they mobilised people 

against imperialism, on the other hand they compromised 

with it. In the post independence period the bourgeoisie 

collaborated with imperialism for its production needs 

and opposed imperialism while selling its products in 

the national market. The CPI(ML) has a different view. 
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To them, Indian capitalists are basically compradors. 

There are ·two kin:is of compradors, i.e. bureaucratic 

bourgeoisie and comprador bourgeoisie. The former 

controls the large public sec tor. In the post

independence period the input of finance capital is 

increasing more and more. 

Now we come to the question of class character 

of state. CPI says that the state is the. organ of 

national bourgeoisie who has 'links' with landlords. 

The nature of relationship between the bourgeoisie 

and landlords is described as their being 'linked' 

to show that landlords do not share state power. The 

CPI analysis underempha~ised the presence of landlords 

in state and so describes them as having links with it. 

In the same way it explains the relation between the 

bourgeoisie and state. According to this analysis the 

monopoly bourgeoisie has only 'influence' on state 

power, which is wielded by the bourgeoisie as a whole. 

The CPI(t'1) perception is quitedifferent. It says the 

Etate is a capitalist-landlord state. The implication 

dE this statement is that state power is shared by the 

landlords and capitalists (monopolists). The big 

bourgeoisie is dominating the state and its basic 

policies. CPI{ML) looks at the state as being controlled 

by big landlord and comprador bureaucratic capitalists, 
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who are the 'stooges' of u.s. and soviet Social 

imperialism. 

The freedom, according to CPI, that India got 

in 1947 is real freedom. But CPM considers independence 

as a process. It depends upon the ruling class actions 

in the realm of socio-economic development. The CPI (ML) 
/ 

categorically says the independence is a 'sham independence'. 

This position holds that there is no change after 1947. 

Regarding the foreign policy of India CPI arrl 

CPI (M) 
1 
both1 at present take similar positions though 

CPI (H) had som.e earlier differences in understanding 

the foreign policyo Both say that the foreign policy 

of India is a policy of peace and non-alignment, which 

suits the needs of the capitalists as well as the 

common people. :CPI (ML) says it is a policy entirely 

subservient to imperialism. 

The foreign policy analysis of the Communist 

Parties is based on their analysis of imperialism and 

main contradiction of the time. Since both CPI & 

CPI (M) parties consi::ler soviet Russia as a socialist· 

country and U.S. and other western countries as 

imperialist countries, any action taken by India in 

suppor·t of the socialist country in i:-nterna tional arena, 

is cot~sidered a policy of peace. so it further characterise 
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fundamentally 'reflecting' the needs of the people. 

CPI(M) says the foreign policy of India has its links 

with its domestic policy ard class interests. 

As far as the form of state is cancer ned 1 the 

CPI and CPI (H) by and large
1 
consider it a 'bourgeoisie 

democracy' • Both parties agree that the rights and 
' 

freedom giVen by the Constitution can be used as instru-

ments for popular struggles. At the same time CPI (Jvt) 

cautiously maintains that these freedom or rights 

will be curtailed if these go against the interests 

of the ruling class. This caution made CPI(M) to take 

a correct positio'n during the emergency. The CPI (ML) 

rejects the possibility of the existence of democracy 

altogether. To them democracy in India is a f«:rce. 

The CPI wants to replace the government through 

a National Democratic Revolution. The CPI (M) 'wants to 

replace the state by a people Democratic Revolution. 

The un::l i vded CPI (MIJ) opted for a New Democratic 

revolution. The CPI(M) and CPI{ML) believe that the 

revolution would be accomplished by a coalition of 

classes under the leadership of the working class, 

whereas CPI wants to do it under the joint leadership 

of bourgeoisie and working class. 

CPI aims to take power through peaceful means: 

After att2ining state po-wer it 'dill change the state 
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according to the needs of the people, which is quite 

contrary to the understanding of Marx an::l Lenin, 

\'llhose theory says that the bouryeois state cannot be 

used for working class interests. Till it comes to 

power~it decided to take up the role of correcting 

t;he bourgeoisie sta·te by put·ti ng popular pressure 
r· 

on it. Only after emergency did the CPI change its 

stand. CPI (H) strategy seems to take poVJer at the 

state level, and build towards a national alternative. 

To attain the political pmver it will use the parliamentary 

as well as extra parliamentary methods. Though the 

CPI{M) says it will try both methods, for more than 

two decades it is travelling and leading the masses 

predominantly in the parliamentary path. 

The CPI {H"L) saw the armed struggle as the only 

strategy to capture political power. The armea struggles 

were later reduced to a strategy of physical annihilation 

of the clas~ enemy. 

It gave more importance to building people's 

power in rural areas. It boycotted the elections and 

it considered elections as a process of legitimization 

of the bourgeoisie institutionso 
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